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D. Identification of customary international law

In reply to the Commission's request ÿn Chapter 1lID of the Report concerning the
identification of customary international law to provide informatBon on the practice relating

to the formation of customary internatKonal law and the types of evidence for establishing

such law Jn a given situation as set out in

(a) official statements before legislatures, courts and international orgamzatlons; and

(b) decisions of national, regional and subregional courts,

as well as information about digests and surveys on State practice, Austria would hke to

provide the following information"

1. Official Statements

In its reaction to the report of the Charter Committee submitted to the 313 Session of the
General Assembly in 1976 Austria stated as follows" "Une rÿsolutlon de I'Assemblÿe quel

que soit son tLtre a donc un r61e important ÿ jouer dans la formation du droit
international coutumier. C'est probablement ÿ la rÿsolutlon qu'on devra se rÿfÿrer pour

connaitre avec le maximum de pr6cÿslon le contenu de la rÿgle" 3

The Explanatory Memorandum submitted by the Austnan Federal Government to the
Austrian National Assembly in 1982 declared that the right of international orgamzations
to decide on its headquarters' seat was based on a generally recognized rule of
international law.4

With regard to the question as to whether a rule of bdateral customary international law
had arisen the Legal Office of the Austrian Foreign Ministry came to the conclusion that
such a rule had not emerged in the gtven case due to the lack of practtce. It further

opined that normally practice even without oplnio iuris existed pnor to the creation of
customary international law s

In its statements in the Sixth Committee, Austria referred to the formation of customary

international law several times. According to Its view expressed in 2012, an obligation to

extradite or prosecute does not exist under customary international law and can only be

derived from treaty law or domestic law (see attachment, Statement 2011, Cluster III,).

In 1975, Austria declared that, according to customary international law, a bdateral treaty

could be suspended on the grounds that it has been breached. Accordingly, Austria
promulgated a declaration in the Federal Law Gazette that, on the grounds of generally
recognized principles of international law, Article 2 of this treaty was no longer, applicable
(cf. Austrian Federal Law Gazette No. 298/1975)

3 Gerhard Hafner0 Austrian Practlce of mternatlonal law 1976/77, Osterreich]sche Zeltschrfft fur
offenthches Recht und Volkerrecht, vol 28 (1977), p 342
4 Gerhard Hafner, Austrian Practlce of international law 1981/82, Osterrelchsche Zeltschnft fur
offentliches Recht und Volkerrecht, vol 33 (1982), p 358
s Gerhard Hafner, Austrian Practice of international law 1983/84, Osterretchsche Zeltschnft fur
offenthches Recht und Volkerrecht, vol 35 (1985), p 373
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In answering a questtonnaire of the Council of Europe regarding the question of state
immunity in 2014, Austrta declared that the Immunity of state-owned cultural obJects

from measures of constraint as provided for In Arttcles 19 and 21 of the UN Conventton

reflected the current state of customary international law As the UN Convention is not in

force yet and in order to mcrease the acceptance of this rule as being part of customary

mternattonal law, Austria, together with the Czech Republic, developed the idea of

drafting a non-binding declaratton to be signed by States supporting the tmmunity of
state-owned cultural property from measures of constramt The declarahon, which was

presented to the Committee of Legal Advisers on Pubhc Internahonal Law of the Counctl
of Europe (CAHDI) m September 2013, emphasizes that junsd[cttonal tmmunitles of States
and their property are part of customary international law.

In the context of the discusston whether the rules laid down in the Vienna Convention on

the Law of Treaties (VCLT) applied to bilateral investment treaties after a succession of
States Austna held the vfew that the requirement to notify the claim that a treaty was to
be considered terminated, as expressed in Arttcle 65 VCLT, was wtthout doubt a rule of

customary international law.6

in tts written statement to the International Court of Jushce ([C J) in the proceedings
concerning the advisory oplnton regarding Accordance with International law of the

undateral declaration of independence in respect of Kosovo Austria stated inter alia7

"26. Similarly, such a declaration alone cannot establish a state since other elements are requtred

for thts purpose such as" (a) a permanent population, (b) a deftned terntory; (c) government, and
(d) capacity to enter tnto relations wtth other states State practice has apphed the principle of
effectiveness to the constitutive elements of the state. Accordingly, doctnne and practice

unequivocally illustrate that a declaration alone does not suffice to estabhsh the status of an
hndependent and soveretgn state". Since the Declaration is unable to create statehood it cannot
be measured agamst rules of general international law relating to the creation of a new State or
change of temtory"

In tts reply to a questton in Chapter I11 of the 2011 [LC-Report on tts 63rd session relatmg
to the critena for the [dentfftcation of persons covered by immumty ratlone personae,

Austria held in its statement in the Sixth Commtttee that extshng customary international
law did not extend thts particular immuntty to other officials in addition to heads of state,
heads of government and foreign mmtsters (see attachment, Statement 2011, Cluster 3)

In 2014, m its reply to a questtonnatre of the Committee of Legal Advisers on Pubhc
Internahonal Law of the Councd of Europe (CAHD]) on immunity of state-owned cultural
property on loan, Austria declared that in tts view the provisions on service of process in

the 2004 UN Convenhon on Junsdtctlonal Immunities of States and Thetr Property were
to be seen as a codification of customary international law It held that m the absence of

mternattonal agreements or rules deriving from such agreements, customary international

law as reflected in the 2004 UN Conventton apphed Accordingly, service of documents
was deemed to have been effected by thetr receipt by the Austrian foreign mimstry

2. Judicial Practice

6 Ttchy et al, ZOR 67 (2012) 166-!67
7 Austrian Review of [nternattonal and European Law (ARIEL) 14 (2009), pp 536-541
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The Austrian judicial practice regarding customary internahonal law is analysed In an article
by Peter Bachmayer & August Reinlsch, The IdentLflcatlon of Customary International Law by
Austrian Courts (forthcoming in ARIEL 17 (2012), see attachment 1)

3. Digests of internationaO Law

Since 1975, an Austrian dlgest of mternatlonal law has been pubhshed annually It is dlvlded
m two parts, the first relating to judgments, the second to diplomatic and legislative practice.
This compilation, initially in German, only with an Enghsh summary, since several years in

English, has been structured m accordance with the proposal by the Councd of Europe.

Moreover, since 2012, the members of the Legal Office of the Federal Ministry Europe,

Integration and Foreign Affairs have been publishing concise reports of the recent Austnan

practice in the field of international law on an annual basis 8

See also Austria's statements in the Stxth Committee (see attachments)

-  Statement 2012, Cluster I

-  Statement 2013, Part III

-  Statement 2014, Cluster III
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Mr. Chahman,

Austria would like to thank Special Rapportem" Kolodkin for his second repolÿ on substantive issues and his
third repolÿ on procedulal questions on Immunity of state officials from foreign criminal jurisdiction.
We would again like to stress the impottance Austria attaches to this question, as states are increasingly
confronted with cases involving issues of possible criminal imlnunity. International law in force does not
offer complete responses to all the questions connected with this issue. For this reason, states might come to
different answels, generating more confusion than guidance. Therefore it is essential that the Commission
deals with this topic as a matter of high priority

Permit me to address the thiee questions on which the Special Rapporteur would like to obtain more
guidance from states In'st:

The first question relates to the approach States would wish the Commission to take on this topic. Should it
concentiÿtte on setting out existing rules of international law or rather embark on an exercise of progressive
development? Austria is of the view that the Commission should, as a fn'st step, concentrate on the
identification of the existing rules. This exercise would not only be veIT useful, it would also show
situations where International law in force is unable to keep pace with present developments Nowadays, in
the field of international relations, more emphasis is put on combatting impunity and on the accountability
of states and their organs. These developments militate in favor of restricted immunity, and the question
arises as to what extent existing international law is reflecting these developments. Once the Commission
has identified the existing law and its discrepancies with such developments, it could, as a second step, try
to propose rules de legeferenda aiming at bringing international law in confonnity with these developments.

The second question is celtainly of central impolÿance Which holders of high offices of state enjoy
absolute hmntmity ratzonepersonae already under existing international law or should enjoy such immunity
de legeferenda9 In Austria's view, the International Court of Justice gave a convincing answer to this
question in the Arrest Warrant Case of 2002. It stated that heads of state, heads of government and foreign
ministers enjoy absolute immunity. At the moment, there is no indication that other persons of high rank
likewise enjoy such immunity rattone personae undei custommy international law. This does not exclude,
however, tmmunities accorded under conventions and agreements, such as the Vienna Convention on
diplomatic relations, the Convention on special missions or headquarters agreements. These treaties
establish absolute immunity for persons other than the three high officials referred to above and apply as
leges spectales

The third question asks what crtmes are, or should be, excluded from immunity rattonepersonae or rattone
rnatertae We believe that the starting point for the examination of this issue must be that state officials
generally enjoy immunity ha the exercise of their functions and that any restriction theleof constitutes an
exception. A different point of view would dislegard the evolution of the concept of immunity of state
officials, which started fi'om absolute immunity and developed towards functional immunity. The
distraction between these two kinds of trnmunity has to be kept in mind.

Different answers may have to be found for the question of exclusion of either form of immunity In the case
of international crimes. Generally, there is undoubtedly a tendency to deny immunity as far as international
crimes are concerned. One has also to recognize that celÿain internatmnal cIimes by definition are
committed by state organs in theh" official capacity, for example war crimes or the crime oftol"mre, where -
according to the UN Convention against Torture - a public official or another person acting in an official
capacity must be Involved A state official who enjoys functional immunity cannot revoke this immunity if
he or she has committed such acts Otherwise, the relevant rules would be devoid of any application.
Therefore, persons enjoying functional immunity, m principle, cannot revoke their immunity m the case of
the cormnission of international crimes.



Nevertheless, these exceptions fiom the marnumty cannot be apphed if tmmunity is based on a special treaty
reglrne, such as the Convention on special missions, ox on a comparable role of customary law, e g. in the
case of an explicit invitation fol an official visit In addltlon, no such restriction of mmmnlty would be
apphed to heads of state or government or mimsters of foreign affans. The International Coulÿ of Justice
has stated clearly that st "has been unable to deduce from [...] plactice that there exists under customary
International law any forn'l of exception to the lule accoldmg immunity from Cllminal jurisdiction and
inviolability to incumbent Mimsters for Foleign Affahs, where they are suspected of having committed war
crimes or crimes against humanity". This conclusion must aforttort also be applicable to heads of state or
government

In this context, the solution offered by the Institut de Dimt International in its resolution adopted m
Vancouver in 2001 seems worth considering The Insntut acknowledges the existence of such immunity,
but recommends that states should waive the irmnunity when "the Head of State is suspected of having
committed crimes of a particularly serious nature, or when the exercise of his or her funchons is not likely
to be impeded by the measures that the authorities of the forum may be called upon to take". This rule
applies also to heads of government and, an the hght of the reasoning of the International Couiÿ of Justice, to
foreign ministexs.

Intenaational crimes celÿmly include all Clilnes under the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court,
such as war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity. When the 2005 World Summit discussed the
responsibility of states to protect then" populations, it refelred to genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and
clnnes against humanity, other states should cooperate to this end. This responslbihty to piotect could be
understood as including also the duty to prosecute such crhnes, which would further resmct functional
nnmunity

Mr. Chaflman,

Tinning now to the work of the Cormnission regaIdlng the obligation to extradite or prosecute, Austria
thanks the Special Rapporteur Mr. Galicki for the presentation of his fourth repolt. It discusses emerging
tendencies m anternational law legaIdmg celÿain crimes that have aheady acquired the status of
international crimes As far as Austrian plactice is concerned, we have submitted a report on OUl national
leglslanon and jurisprudence regarding the obligation to extradite or prosecute. In this report we reiterated
that, ha our view, an obligation to extIadlte or prosecute does not exist under customary international law
and can only be derived from treaty law or domestic law Austria adheres to the principle of legahty,
according to which Austrian authorities are under a legal obligation to prosecute a crime. In view of
Austria's extended crtminal jurisdiction, this obligation has wide Ieaching effect. Ausn'ia does not
distinguish between different kinds of crimes so that so-called international crimes do not have a different
status than any other crime under domestic law.

For these leasons, Austria has some difficulties with the present draft article 4 on international custom.
Despite the emerging connection of certain international crimes withjus cogens, Austria is not convinced of
the reference tojus cogens in this context, which is still a vein unclear concept in international law Instead,
Austrm would like to emphasize agmn the usefulness of the structure given to this topic by the Working
Group in 2009, which rinsed some issues and questions that are of particular mtelest to states.

Mr Chah'man,

Let me now refer to the vein interesting topic treaties over time. Austria IS very glateful to the Chairman
of the Study Group, Professor Nolte, who, m his second ieport, meticulously examined the international
judicial practice m this field. Austria has transmitted an extensive report on Austlia's plactice legaiding the
Interpretation by subsequent practice or agieement In pmXicular, reference can be made to the Gmber de



Gasperi Agleement between Austria and Italy of 1946 on South Tyrol, which was later interpreted by a
Calendar and Package of Operation, both constituting agreements that did not obtain the status of formal
treaties.

Austria concurs with most of the prehminary conclusions elaborated by the Chainnan of the Study Group.
A major conclusion is the need to distinguish between different types of treaties according to theh
substance and, consequently, their object and purpose Human rights treaties are frequently interpreted by a
different method compared to other treaties It might also be worthwhile to examine up to which extent
treaties containing synallagmatic obligations are interpreted differently fiom treaties containing erga omnes
obligations. However, we would not consider the evolutionary approach as a special kind of interpretation
by subsequent practice. In this case, it is not the practice of the state parties regaxding the relevant treaty that
is relevant for the interpretation, but the general development and evolution of the political envh'onment.

Mr. Chairman,

Finally, Austria welcomes the work of the study group co-chaired by Professor McRae and Ambassador
Perera regarding the complex topic of the Most Favoured Nation clause (MFN clause). Austria shares the
view that the final result of this work does not necessarily need to be draft articles It could also have the
form of a substantial report providing the genelal background, analyzing the case law, drawing attention to
the trends in practice and, where appropriate, make recommendations, including proposed model clauses.

Regarding the question of the Commlsmon in Chapter HI of its Report, Austria would like to emphasize that
Most Favoured Nation clauses are not limited to the fields of trade and investment law, but are fiequently
used in other areas as well: For instance, they are included in various international agreements on
navigational matters (cf Exchange of notes between Austrza and Greece of 1931) or with lespect to the
treatment of aliens (of Art 1 of the Treaty of Frtendshzp between Austrta and the USA of 1931) A spectfic
case ts the State Treaty of St Germam concluded after Worm War I, whzch m Art 228 accords a MFN
treatment to the nationals of the alhed and assoczated powers Other examples include bdateral treat;es
regarding the status of members of the dtplomatzc or consular staff, whlch are granted treatment under the
MFN clause (of Art 37 para 6 of the Consular Treaty between Austrta and Bulgarza of 1976). MFN
clauses are furthermore systematically included m headquarters agreements of international organizations
concluded by Austria (of e g Section 55 ht a of the Agreement on the HQ of UNIDO of 1995, Section 49 ht
c of the Agreement m the HQ of IAEA of 1957, or Art 21 of the Agreement on the HQ of the Energy
Commumty of 2007)

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr Chairman,

I would like to begin by addressing the questmns raised in Chapter III of the report of the ILC
concerning customary international law. The Commission requested states to provide

reformation on their practice relating to the formation of customary international law and the

types of evidence suitable for establishing such law as set out rater alia in decisions of

national courts

Ausma will directly communicate to the Special Rapporteur relevant cases in which Austrian

courts addressed these issues. However, I would like to refer here to one well known case in

which the Austrian Supreme Court dealt extensively with the formation of customary

International law and evidence concermng ItS establishment

In the case of Dralle v Czechoslovakia, 17 ILR 155 (1950), the Austrian Supreme Court, In
order to establish whether a restricted immunity of states formed part of customary

international law, focussed as a first step on the examination of the practice of the courts of

different states. It further scrutinized relevant documents of the Imperial Economic

Conference of the British Empire of 1923, the World Economic Conference of 1927 and the

Harvard Law School of 1932, all supporting the principle of restrictive immunity. Although,

as the court stated, there was no uniform view of legal scholars on this issue, it reached the

conclusion that it can no longer be said that, under customary international law, so-called acta

rare gestxonIs were exempt from municipal jurisdiction.

The questions raised in Chapter III relating to the immunity of state officials from foreign
criminal jurisdiction will be addressed in our statement concerning Cluster III.

Mr. Chairman,

Regarding the topic "expulsion of aliens", Austria expresses its respect to the Special

Rapporteur, Maunce Kamto, for the final elaboration of the complete set of draft articles after

first reading. Since states are now Invited to submit their comments on these draft articles by 1

January 2014, Austria restncts itself at this moment to a few comments.

Generally speaking, we are satisfied to see that some of our concerns have been taken care of

in the present text. As far as individual draft articles are concerned, we would like to comment

on those which were adopted at the recent session of the Commission

Draft Article 26 para 3 on consular assistance to aliens subject to expulsion, which reflects

Article 36 of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, has to be read in the hght of the

latter provision as interpreted by the International Court of Justice Unfortunately, the

important clarification by the Court that Article 36 para. 1 (b) of the Vienna Convention

obliges the detaining state to Inform the competent consular post upon request by the detainee

2



and to inform the detainee of his or her right m that respect, is only reflected in para 10 of the

commentary but not in the draft article Itself

As to draft Article 27 on the suspensive effect of an appeal against an expulsion decision, we

think that this provision can only be seen as a principle from which exceptions are possible

albeit only in certain specific situations, in particular In the area of pubhc order or safety

Accordingly, as we stated already last year, under Austrian law, In principle all such appeals

have suspensive effect if they relate to an alien lawfully present in Ausma However, it IS

possible to deny the suspensive effect to such aliens if their tmmedaate departure IS required

for reasons of public order or safety Nevertheless, even in such cases, suspensive effect has

to be granted if that IS necessary to respect the non-refoulement principle

Draft Articles 31 on responslblhty and 32 on diplomatic protection seem redundant as, on the

one hand, there can be no doubt that any breach of an lnternatlonal obhgatlon entails

international responsablhty and, on the other hand, that any state can exercise the right of

diplomatic protection in favour of its nationals. These obligations and nghts derive from other

regimes of international law and need not be repeated m this context.

Mr Chatrman,

Permit me now to turn to the topic of the "protection of persons in the event of disasters"

Austria congratulates the Special Rapporteur, Eduardo Valencia-Osplna, for his work and

would hke to offer Its comments on draft Articles 13 to 15 and draft Article A as provisionally

adopted by the Drafting Committee

Draft Article 13 on the conditions under which assistance may be provided should reflect the

rules on cooperation as already outlined in draft Article 5 In our view, an affected state IS not

free to "impose conditions" umlaterally, rather such conditions should be the result of

consultations between the affected state and the assisting actors, taking Into account the

general principles governing such assistance and the capacities of the assisting actors

Draft Article 14 regarding the faclhtatIon of external assistance requires the affected state to

take the necessary legislative measures However, practice shows that more ÿssues have to be

addressed by the legislation than only those mentioned m the draft article, such as

confidentiality, habahty issues, the reimbursement of costs, privileges and immunities, control

and competent authorities. The Articles 6 - 10 of the Convention of 1986 on Assistance an the

Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radlologlcal Emergency are very illustrative in this regard

Similarly, Point VII (2) of the resolution of the Instltut de Drolt International of 2003 on
Humanitarian Assistance refers to the obligation to prepare the required legislation regarding

overflight and landing rights, telecommumcatlon facilities and necessary lmmlmatles,

exemption from any requisition, import, export and transit restrictions as well as customs

duties for relief goods and services, the prompt granting of visas or other authorizations free

of charge In hne with these provisions, draft Article 14 reqmres further elaboration



Draft Article 15 regarding the termination of external assistance leaves it open when the duty

of consultation regarding the termination arises It is very often difficult to state already at the

beginning of such assistance when it can be terminated, nevertheless at would certainly be

helpful to provide for consultations as soon as possible, subject, however, to such adjustments

as may be necessary

Concerning draft Article A on the duty to cooperate we believe that this provision, in its

present phrasing, goes very far, as it imphes an international obligation. As we have already

stated last year, Ausma takes the view that such a general obligation does not exist and should

not be established, as It would contradict the basic principle m the field of mnternatxonal

disaster relief, the pnnclple of voluntariness.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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(Disasters)

Mr. Chairman,

Permit me to address first the topic of the "protection of persons in the event of disasters"

Austria congratulates the Special Rapporteur, Eduardo Valencla-Osplna, for his work and

would like to offer its comments on the draft articles provisionally adopted by the Drafting
Committee during the 65th session of the Commission

As to draft article 5 bis, Austria ÿs not convinced of the need to retain this article As the

commentary itself states, article 5 bis does not contain any normative substance, only a

demonstrative enumeration of possible forms of cooperation. Although we apprectate the

presentation of the various measures taken by states, such an znventory would better remam

m the commentary and need not be reflected m a normattve provtston The forms of

cooperatton can hardly be defined m a general way, as they would depend on the parttcular

type of dtsaster and the spectf!c ctrcumstances of the sttuatton

Draft article 12 establishes a right to offer assistance. In our view, the stipulation of such a

right is necessary. As a consequence, the affected state is precluded from considering such an

offer either as an unfriendly act or as an intervention into its internal affairs Thts consequence

was exphcttly confirmed by the Instttut de Drozt Internatzonal The commentary rtghtly

recogmzes, m hne wtth draft articles 10 and 11, that an offer of assistance does neither entail

a duty to accept the offer nor a duty to provide assistance In thts understandmg, draft arttcle

5, whtch provtdes for a duty of cooperatton, needs to be better brought m line wtth draft

arttcles 10 to 12

We welcome the differentiation between states and intergovernmental organizations on the

one hand and NGOs on the other, now contained in draft article 12 Austria has already

advocated such a differentiatmn in its statement two years ago. The second sentence of this

draft provision takes the important role of NGOs in the field of disaster response into account,

but is not to be understood as endowing NGOs with mternatmnal legal personality. With this

understanding we support the present drafting of article 12.

As to draft article 13, Austrm reiterates that the conditions under which assistance may be

provided should not be the result of the umlateral decision of the affected state We beheve

that they should be the result of consultations between the affected state and the assisting
actors, taking Into account the general principles governing assistance and the capacities of

the assisting actors.

As to draft arttcles 14 and 15 Austrta retains tts comments made last year on these provtszons

and thetr need of further elaboratton In particular, the rtght to termmate asststance, subject

to consultattons, should be spelled out exphcitly

Draft article 16 on the duty to reduce the risk of disasters seems to exceed the ongmal

mandate under this Item confined to the "protection of persons in the event of disasters". Such

a duty would certainly go very far, also in view of the broad definition of disasters in draft



article 3 which includes all kinds of natural and man-made disasters. There is a risk that such

a broad duty could interfere wgh existing legal regimes regarding the prevention of certain

kinds of disasters, in particular man-made disasters including such caused by terrorist attacks

Accordingly, if the Commission envisages addressing the issue of prevention also in the

present context, it should concentrate on the prevention and reduction of the effects of

disasters

When it addressed the issue of preventton m the context of the topzc "Preventton of

Transboundary Harm from Hazardous Acttvztws ", the Commlsszon dzd not impose a duty on

states to prevent harmful actlvtttes, but to prevent any harm resultmg from those acttvtttes

Arttcle 5 of the relevant draft articles reads  "The State of ortgm shall take all appropriate

measures to prevent stgmf!cant transboundary harm or at any event to mmtmtze the risk

thereof" Sÿmtlarly, as the commentary ttself pomts out, the Hyogo Declaration tssued at the

2005 Worm Conference on Disaster Reductton refers to the duty of reductton of the rtsk of

harm caused by a hazard, as dtstmgutshed from the prevention of dtsasters themselves

Draft article 5 ter hkewtse refers to the duty to reduce the rtsk of disasters Gtven the broad

definmon of dzsasters, thts would obhge states to cooperate m reducing the rtsk of terrorlst

acts or ctvtl strfe below the level of non-mternattonal armed confltct We are of the opmton

that the cooperatton m these areas ts, to a large extent, already covered by other regtmes

(Customary law)

Mr. Chairman,

Allow me to turn to Chapter VII on customary international law. As indicated previously,

Austrm welcomes the plan of the ComlmSSlOn to contribute to the clarification of the

formation and ewdence of customary international law. We support the Commission's recent

decision to emphasize the methodology of finding evidence for custom by changmg the name

of the topic to "Identification of customary international law"

The delegation of Austria commends the Specml Rapporteur on this topic, Sir Michael Wood,

for the colnprehenswe work he has performed in his first report Ausma equally appreciates

the thorough study of the Secretariat contained m its memorandum, xdentffylng elements in

the previous work of the Commission that could be particularly relevant to the formatxon and

evidence of customary international law

As to the scope of this topic, Austria supports the Specml Rapporteur's recommendatmn not

to deal withjus cogens at this stage for pragmatic reasons Customary international law rules

naay have jus cogens character, but we are of the view that this highly complex work should

not be comphcated further

As to the case-law that could potentially help to identify customary llaternational law, Austrm

concurs with the Special Rapporteur's finding that the relevant practice of international,



regional and domestic courts and tribunals should also be scrutinized by the Commission.

With regard to the "reliabihty" of domestic courts to identify custom, Austria appreciates the

Special Rapporteur's "cautious" approach. However, domestic court practice itself may

constitute relevant state practice and express opinio juris and thereby contribute to the

fonnation of customary international law regardless of the accuracy of its "Identification" of

existmg custom in specific cases. The development of jurisdictional immunities serves as a

clear example of domestic courts, not only "identifying", but actually "formmg" customary

international law. In any event, the practice and legal opinion of state organs competent for

international relations should be duly reflected

Austria reiterates its view that this project IS not suited to lead to a convention or similar form

of codification It IS pleased with the present approach of the Special Rapporteur to provide
guidance in the form of "conclusions" with commentary.

(Provisional application)

Mr Chairman,

As already stated last year, my delegation welcomes the inclusion of the topic "Provisional

application of treaties" into the work program of the Commission and commends the Special

Rapporteur for his first report. This report and the discussion held in the Colnmlsslon already

highlight the main issues requlrmg clarification. The particular importance of this topic has

been demonstrated by some recent decisions on provisional application, relating to the Arms

Trade Treaty and the Chemical Weapons Convention.

As to the form envisaged of this work, my delegation shares the approach of elaborating

guidelines or model clauses that could help states wishing to resort to the provisional

application of a treaty.

We also share the view that the provisional application of treaties by international

organizations must be Included in this topic, since the 1986 Vienna Convention on the law of

treaties of international organizations also refers to this possibility.

As to the problems to be addressed, we can only reiterate what we pointed out last year My

delegation concurs with the view that the expression "provisional application" is to be

preferred to the expression "provisional entry into force". As to the legal effects of

"provisional application" the work of the Commission will have to explain whether

provisional application encompasses the entire treaty or whether certain clauses caImot be

applied provisionally. However, once a treaty IS being applied provismnally, the obligations

resulting therefrom are obligations the breach of which would lead to state responslblhty

It also must be clarified m which way provisional application can be initiated and terminated,

in particular whether unilateral declaratmns are sufficient for this purpose. While article 25 of



the Vlelma Convention on the Law of Treaties leaves no doubt as to the posslblhty of

unilateral terlmnation, there is no uniform view concerning unilateral activation.

In a more general view, the Commission wall have to examine how far the rules contained m

the Vienna Convention, such as regarding reservations or mvahdity, termination or

suspension as well as the relation to other treaties, also apply to provisionally apphed treaties.

My delegatton shares the vtew that mtermÿ agreements are substantzally different from

provtstonal apphcatzon since they are treatws that are subject to the usual entry into force

procedures and to whtch the Vwnna Conventzon apphes wzthout restrtcttons

As the discussion about article 45 of the Energy Charter Treaty illustrates, the relationship

between provisional application and national law is not yet sufficiently explored. The

Austrian delegation does not share the vlew of the Special Rapporteur that "domestic law

does not provide a barrier to provisional application" On the contrary, provisional application

raises a number of problems in relation to domestic law, in particular if the constitution of a

state is silent on this possibility Moreover, as a matter of principle, not only in the context of

constitutional law, but also of International law, the Commission must give serious

consideration to the need to ensure that democratic legitnnacy is preserved, even in the case

of provisional application. It is for this reason that Austria applies treaties provisionally only

after their approval by the Austrian parliament As to our practtce m thzs regard we can refer

to our statement oflast year

(Protection of the environment m relation to armed confhcts)

It is with great interest that Austria took note of the topic "Protection of the envnonment in

relation to armed conflicts" which was placed on the agenda of the Commission this year. We

also welcome Ms Marie Jacobsson as Specml Rapporteur for this topic

The Specml Rapporteur proposed to proceed from a broad understanding of this topic and

encompass not only the phase during the armed conflict, but also the phases prior and

subsequent to it Austria commends this approach We also support the inclusion of non-

international armed conflicts Nevertheless, the question still relnains whether riots and

internal disturbances should also be Included.

As to the different emphasis put on the three phases, it must be recognized that the second

phase, namely that during the conflict, is already subject to certain conventional regimes, such

as the Conventton on the Prohtbmon of Mdttary or Any Other Hostde Use of Enwronmental

Modÿcatlon Techmques of 1978 (ENMOD Conventzon) or certain rules of the 1977
Addmonal Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions such as arttcles 35 and 55

Accordingly, it would be necessary to coordinate the work of the Comlmssion on this topic

with the ICRC to avoid the duplication of work or different results. In vxew of the existing

legal regimes and the work of the ICRC, we welcome the decision to start with Phase I, the

pre-conflict period that has not yet been addressed When doing so, the effects on phase II and



Ili will have to be taken into account. We also understand that with regard to Phase I the

question of the protection of the environment as such will only be addressed as far as the

possibility of a mihtary conflict reqmres special measures of protection.

My delegation also shares the view that the effects of weapons should not be addressed, since

such a work would require major technical advice and would be subject to further technical

development

(The obhgation to extradite or prosecute)

Austria took note of the work of the Working Group regarding the topic "The obligation to
extradite or prosecute (aut dedere autjudlcare)" under the guidance of Mr. Kriangsak

Kittichaisaree.

In our view tt is certamly worthwhile to include mto the dtscusston the Judgment of 20 July

2012 of the Internattonal Court of Justtce in Questions relating to the Obhgatton to Prosecute

or Extradtte (Belgium v Senegal) where the court dealt with thts tssue m extenso At several

occasions Austria has already stated that there is no duty to extradite or prosecute under

present customary international law and that such obligations only result from specific treaty

provisions Accordingly, the scope of the duty to extradite or prosecute and the method and

form of its nnplementation vary considerably and it will be difficult to establish a common

regime.

Nevertheless, it might be possible to sort out some common features. Here, the result of the

Working Group established m 2009, which consntuted a valuable supplement to the work of
the Special Rapporteur, could be of assistance to the present Working Group

(Most-l?avoured-natlon clause)

Mr. Chairman,

Austrm regards the work undertaken by the Cominisslon concerning the "most-favoured-

nation clause" as a valuable contribution to clarifying a specific problem of international

economic law which has led to conflicting interpretations, in particular, in the field of

international Investment law.

Austria reiterates Its view that the extremely contentious interpretation of the scope of MFN

clauses by investment tribunals makes it highly questionable whether the work of the

Commission could lead to draft articles We therefore appreciate the current Study Group's

assertion that this is not intended. Nevertheless, there IS certainly room for an analytical

discussion of the controversies regarding MFN clauses.



On this note, Austria welcomes the Commission's plan to pursue further studies in the field of

MI?N clauses and thmr practical apphcations with a view to safeguarding against the further

fragmentation of international law m general and to counter the risk of incoherence and lack

ofpredictablhty which cun'ently seems to prevail m the field of investment arbitration.

The Austrian deleganon also welcomes the Study Group's imentlon to broaden as scope of

investigation and to address not only other fields of economic law where MFN treatment

plays a role, but to look at problems of MFN treatment 511 headquarters agreements which is of

central importance to international organizations and their host states

Thank you, Mr Chmnnan.
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Mr. Chairman,

Allow me to start with the topic "Identification of customary international law" As already
indicated, Austria strongly supports the Commission's aim to clarify aspects relating to this
source of public international law by formulating "conclusions" with commentaries. We
specifically commend the Special Rapporteur Sir Michael Wood for the work undertaken in
his second report focusing on the two constituent elements of custom, "general practice" and
"accepted as law".

However, wÿth regard to some specific points ÿn the Commission's report, my delegation has
doubts concerning the deslrabdÿty of defining "customary international law" and "ÿnter-
national orgamsatÿons" as proposed ÿn the draft conclusions As the first term, "customary
international law", ÿs defined Jn Article 38 of the [CJ Statute, and as this deflmtÿon ÿs generally
accepted also outside the ambÿt of the 1C J, ÿt does not seem useful to introduce a new
definition The wording proposed in draft conclusion 2 subparagraph (a), which was contro-
versmally debated by the Commission, may lead to confusion about the general concept

Concerning the definJhon of "mternahonal orgamsation", the Austrian delegation would not

hl<e to question the fact that international organisatlons may also play a role Jn the creation
of customary mternatlonal law. However, we are not convinced that thls deflmtron is
necessary ÿn the text of the draft concluslons It would be preferable to clarify the meaning of
this term tn the commentary on the relevant draft concluslons, such as draft conclusion 7 on
"forms of practlce" There, ÿt could be stated that the term "internahonal organisation" does

not compnse non-governmental organizations and that Jnternatlonal orgamsatlons as
subjects of international law can be created by states or other international orgamsattons For
this reason, we are not convJnced that the term "mtergovernmental organisatlon" would be

appropriate.

As regards the basic approach to the idenhflcatron of rules of customary international law the
Austrian delegatlon strongly supports the Speaal Rapporteur's Insistence on the so-called
"two-element approach".

Concerning the scope of potential actors in the process of the creation of customary
mternahonal law, a limÿtahon to the prachce of states, or to states as only potenhal creators
of customary mternatlonal law would be misguided. The Austrian delegation thinks that this
potentlal norm creating role should be kept open for other subJects of international law In
that regard we would prefer that the Special Rapporteur's approach could be expanded

The Austnan delegahon further welcomes the dlustratwe hst of "Forms of practlce" (draft
concluslon 7) as well as "Evldence of acceptance as law" (draft concluslon 11 subparagraph
(4)) and it particularly concurs with the approach of the Commlsslon to acknowledge that
certain manffestahons of acts and reactions may actually demonstrate both. We agree wÿth
the reference in the Commisslon's report that the inclusion of "mactlon" as a form of practice,

as well as the concept of "specially affected states", needs to be further explored and
clanfled

Mr. Chairman,

With regard to the toptc "Protection of the environment in relation to armed conflicts",
which was placed on the agenda of the Commission last year, we commend the Special
Rapporteur, Ms Mane Jacobsson, for the preliminary report on this topic

According to the distinction of the different phases wÿthin thÿs legal regime, the Speaal
Rapporteur concentrated tn her report on phase 1, the phase prior to an armed confhct. The



report demonstrates that the entirety of ÿnternatÿonal law on the protection of the
environment would apply In this phase In our view, ft is not necessary to dfscuss under thÿs
topic the whole range of environmental law, which is under permanent development and
review Instead, the main emphasis should be placed on the relationship between

envJronmental law and international humamtanan law

As to the use of terms, in particular two terms, which are fundamental for this topic, require
further discussion the terms "environment" and "armed conflict" As to the former, the
different international legal instruments existing so far use very different defimtions
Nevertheless, the definition adopted by the international Law Commission in the Principles
on the Allocation of Loss m the Case of Transboundary Harm Arising Out of Hazardous
Actiwtles seems to be an appropriate starting point A defimtion that also relates to the
cultural heritage would certainly be too broad for the present topic

As to the term "armed confhct", my delegation is in favour of applying the deflnlbon used ÿn
international humanitarian law also in this context This definition encompasses international
and non-international armed conflicts, but does not reach beyond the lower threshold of the
latter, l e to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, riots, isolated and sporadic acts

of violence or other acts of a sÿmflar nature

Already m our statement of last year we referred to the need to coordinate the Commisston's
work on this topic with the work of the [CRC. Although specific weapons regimes are not
included within the ]LC topic, they are nevertheless related to it. In this respect, my delegation
would like to draw attentJon to the upcoming Vienna Conference on the Humanitarian
Consequences of Nuclear Weapons, to be held on 8 and 9 December 2014

Mr. Chairman,

Wtth regard to the topic "Provisional application of treaties", the Austrian delegation
commends the Special Rapporteur, Mr G6mez-Robledo, for his second report, which
underscores the importance of this topic, as evidenced by some recent decisions on
prowslonal application relating to the Arms Trade Treaty and the Chemical Weapons
Convention Already in our statements in the preceding years, Austria stressed the particular
importance of the topic of the provisional application of treaties, idenbfled the particular
issues requiring further elaboration and explained its general position regarding this matter.

[n his present report, the Special Rapporteur dealt with the issue of the source of provisional
application and identified four ways ,n which Article 25 of the Vÿenna Convention on the Law
of Treaties might be manifested. However, one may question whether Article 25 of the
Vienna Convention can be interpreted as permitting a state to unilaterally declare the
provisional application of a treaty if the treaty itself is silent on this matter Since the
prowslonal application is deemed to estabhsh treaty relations between the state parties, it
could be argued that a unilateral prowsÿonal apphcatJon would obhge the state parties to
accept treaty relations with a state without their consent Ths consent is usually expressed by
the ratification and accession clauses of a treaty or the special clause on ,ts provisional

apphcation

A provisional application of a treaty by unilateral declaration without a special clause in the
treaty could only take place if ÿt can be established that the state partfes agreed to thrs
procedure in some other manner according to Article 25 paragraph 1 subparagraph b of the

Vÿenna Convention on the Law of Treaties



However, thfs concluszon does not rule out the posslblhty that a state commits itself to
respect the provisions of a treaty by means of a unilateral declaration without obtaining the
agreement of the state parties  Whereas the provisional apphcatlon results in the
estabhshment of treaty rights and obhgatlons with the other state parties, the application
resulting from a unilateral declaration can only lead to obligations incumbent upon the
declaring state This is also reflected in the "Guiding Principles Applicable to Unilateral
Declarations of States Capable of Creating Legal Obligations", adopted by the International
Law Commission in 2006, according to which a unilateral declaration enta,ls obligations for
the declaring state and cannot generate obhgatlons incumbent on the other state parties
wÿthout their consent

As to the effects of provisional application, Austria shares the view of the Special Rapporteur
that a breach of the applicable provisions of a treaty provisionally applied entails state
responsÿblhty that can be invoked by the other state parties

Mr. Chairman,

Austria continues to regard the work envisaged by the Commission concermng "The Most-
Favoured-Nation clause" as a valuable contribution to clarifying specific problems of
international economic law As the Commission itself suggested, this should be undertaken
by a systematic study of the main issues and not by an attempt to formulate draft articles
The highly contenbous ,nterpretatlons of MFN clauses, in particular, in the field of
international Investment law, wÿsely commend such a careful approach.

The Austrian delegation looks forward to studying the final draft report of the Study Group
which will address a wealth of highly topical MFN problems My delegation would have
welcomed if the mdÿwdtaal-reports mentioned in paragraph 254 of the Commission's Report
had been made available as well

Thank you Mr Chairman



The Identification of Customary International Law by Austrian Courts

August Remtsch / Peter Bachmayer°

I. Introduction

Customary international law, that venerable bedrock of inter-state law, has received

additional attention iecently After the ILA,1 the ILC Included the topic "Formation and

evidence of customary international law" in its programme of work,2 and subsequently

decided to focus on the question of the "Identification of customary international law".3 The

following contribution aims at analysing how domestic courts in Austria have addressed this

issue of identifying custom.

Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Jushce refers to customary

international law as "evidence of a general practice accepted as law" and lists it as one of the

mare sources of international law Custom is formed by two essential elements. (1) a

consistent practice of states as indicated by a state's external behavior towards other states as

well as by internal acts hke domestic legMation, government memoranda or judicial decisions

If they relate to the internahonal field; and (2) the behef that such a practice has a legally
binding effect upon the state (opmzo zurts).

Thus, in order for a rule under customary international law to be formed, states engaging in

a certain practice - either by taking action themselves or by responding to it - must have acted

upon the notion that said practice was 'rendered obligatory by the existence of a rule of law

requiring it.'4 The states concerned must therefore feel that they are conforming to what

amounts to a legal obligation The frequency, or even habitual character, of the acts m itself is

not enough to lead to the emergence of custom. There are many international acts, e g., in the

field of protocol, which are performed almost invariably, but which are motwated only by

considerations of courtesy, convenience or tradition, and not by any sense of legal duty s

• August Relmsch is Pl ofessor of International and Em opean Law at the Umvel slty of Vÿenna and Vice-Dean of
the Law School of the University of Vlemlÿ He may be contacted at auÿustremlsch@unwle ac at Peter
Bachmayer is pl oject assistant ruth the EU-funded project "Internatmnal Law Through the National Prism" He
may be contacted at peter bachma,/er@umwe ac at
1 ILA Resolutmn 16/2000, Foÿmatmn of Genelal Customary Internatmnal Law, adopted on 29 July 2000 by the
Intematmnal Law Assocmtlon, reprinted m lntematmnal Law Association, Report of the Sixty-ninth Conference
(London 2000) 39
2 ILC Report 2012, A/67/10, pp 108-115, at 108
3 ILC Report 2013, A/68/10, pp 93-100, at 100
4 Case Concernmg MthtalT and ParamthtalT Acttvtttes m and agamst Ntcaragua (Nicaragua v Umted States of
America), Judgment of 27 June, 1986, ICJ Rep 1986, p 3, at 108-9, pm'a 207, North Sea Contmental Shelf
Cases (Germany v Denmark and Germany v The Netherlands), Judgment of 20 February, 1969, ICJRep 1969,
p 3, at 44, para 77
s Ibtd
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Even in a time of "treatificatlon",6 customary international law remains relevant in ninny

situations and domestic courts will have to resort to customary rules when called upon to

resolve issues governed by international law in areas where there is no treaty law or treaties

are not applicable.

For domestic courts, customaly international law remains particularly relevant in vmious

immunity cases. But it is also important when assessing other questions such as the scope of

jurisdiction of national courts, state succession problems, expropriation clahns, cross-border

environmental claims, etc. In a number of situations, domestic courts have to resort to custom

which requires them to identify the normative content of such rules of international law. This

presupposes, of course, a domestic legal system which, in principle, allows recourse to

internattonal law. Strict dualist approaches may preempt such a possibility. However, most

variations of monist influenced domestic legal systems will allow at least resort to customary

international without the transformative intervention of the domestic legislator, and even in

duahst countries requiring the legislative incorporation of treaties into domestic law custom is

often regarded as directly apphcable law.

This is also the case in Austria where custom as part of the "generally recognized rules of

international law" 7 is capable of direct application and invocation before domestic courts. In

practice, however, resort to customary international law may also cause some uneasiness for

Austrian courts since the domestic legal system is heavily reliant on written statutory law and

because some positivist traditions of Austrian doctrine may have reservations against any

unwritten law. On the national level, customary law is vÿually inexistent,8 and courts have

internalized the notion that they are merely interpreting statutory law When it comes to
international law, however, the main Incorporation rule of the Austrian Constitution,

mentioned above, is rather explicit in declaring unwritten international law, comprising both

custom and general principles, to be part of the Austrian legal order 9 A corresponding

6 The term "n eatification' l efers to the increased proliferation of treaties governing matters of intenaatlonal law.
Treanfication is often considered a superior form of regulation especially over customary mtemanonal law due
to its usually higher level of clmIty, stronger notion of legitimacy and less ambiguities in interpretation, cf
Alvarez, Symposium  14ÿ1 Annual Herbert Rubin and Justice Rose Rubin International Law Symposium: A
Special Tithute to Andreas Lowenfeld A Bit On Custom, 42 NYU. J Int'l L & Pol 2009, 17 (71); Salacuse,
Eighteenth Annual Phlhp D Reed Memorial Issue Article" Is Thele A Better Way9 Alteinative Methods of
Treaty-Based, Investor-State Dispute Resolution, 31 Fordham Int'l L J 2007, 138 (n 35)
7 Article 9(1) Bundes-Veifassungsgesetz, Austrian Fedeial Law Gazette I No 1/1930, amended by Austrian
Federal Law Gazette I No 1013/1994 (an official Enghsh version of the Austimn Constitution can be found at
http.//www ris bka .ÿv at/Dokumente/Erv/ERV 1930 1/ERV 1930 1 pdf) ("The generally recognized rules of
mternanonal law aie regarded as integral parts of federal law ")
8 § 10 of the Austrian Civil Code, for example, provides that custom can only be considered legally relevant if
and to the extent that it is retEITed to by written statutory law It is, howevei, historically unclear whether said
provision referred solely to factual custom or whether tt also included customary law, see Bydhnskt m Rummel3,
Kommentar zum ABGB (2000-2007) § 10 Rz 2 Today, customary law exists m the area of Austrian civil law,
though only for a very limited range of legal matters, pmncularly in the area of Inheritance law and family law.
Just like under customary international law, it needs a general and consistent plactice that IS accompanied by the
conviction that said practice stems from a legal obhgatlon ('opmlo tuns') See OGH 10b 49/99h, 22 October
1999, SZ 1999 No 161, p 297-308, at 305 Illustlatave examples of rules under Austrian civil law that were
established or shaped by customalÿ¢ law are the right to cross somebody's fields, to pick musbaooms or to pick
flowers See Koztol/Welser, BurgeHiches Recht Vol Iÿ3 (2006) 40
9 The Ausn ian Constitution in its Amcle 9 speaks of'generally recognized Iules of international law', a term that
IS understood to include both customary mternanonal law as well as the general principles of international law.
See Stmma in Neuhold/Hummer/Schreuer, Osteireichisches Handbuch des Volkerrechts Vol 14 (2004) 43 The
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incorporation norm exists for the more special field of nnmunity1° which is, of course, of

particular practical relevance since immunity cases are among the most fi'equently addressed

public International law topics for domestic courts.

II. Customary International Law in and through National Court Decisions

The fact that customary international law forms part of domestic law and IS therefore

applicable in Austrian courts is only the starting point.11 The main task for the judiciary

therefore is the ascertainment/identification of what exactly a rule of customary internatxonal

law provides in order to apply it. It Is this question concerning the identification of customary

international law which has generally received renewed interest on the level of international

law scholarship12 which will be the focus of this study trying to analyze the approach of
Austrian courts m identifying rules of customary international law. By providing such an

overview this study is also Intended to contribute to the ILC's current quest to seek guidance

for the formation and evidence of customary law not only in the jurisprudence of international

courts and tribunals, but also m the case law of national courts 13

In the Contmental Shelf Case, the ICJ noted that "it IS of course axiomatic that the material

of customary international law is to be looked for prinmrily ha the actual practice and opmto

zurls of States ,14 Thus, when courts engage m the analysis of identifying a lule of customary

international law theh- approach should - ideally - focus on showing both the existence of a

consistent state practice as well as evidence for the belief that such a practice has a legally

bmding effect.

term has been equally used by the ICJ and was given the same meaning, cf Interpretation of the Agreenwnt of
25 March 1991 between the WHO and Egypt, Advisory Opinion, 20 December 1980, ICJ Rep 1980, p 73, at
89-90, paia 37 See also Report of the Study Gloup of the International Law ComralSSlOn on fiagmentatlon of
International law, A/CN 4/L 682, para 493(3) ("'General international law' clearly l efers to general customary
law as well as 'general principles of law recognized by civilized natmns' raider article 38 (1) (c) of the Statute of
the International Court of Justice But it might also refel to principles of international law propel and to
analogies from domestic laws, especmlly prmc@es of the legal process (audtatur et alterapars, zn dubzo mlttus,
estoppel and so on ")
ao Article IX para 2 of the Introductoly Law to the Law on Jurisdiction (Emt"uhrungsgesetz zur
Jurisdlktionsnorm, EJGN) provides that Austrian domestic juxisdlction extends to persons who by virtue of
international law enjoy lmmtmlty if- and only to the extent that - they voluntmlly subject themselves to the
jurisdiction ofAusman coua-ts o1" if the legal dispute concerns their real estate located in Austria or then m rein
rights assocmted with local real estate that belongs to another person Para 3 adds that in case of doubt as to
whethel a person enjoys immunity before Austrian courts, the court seized of the dispute has to request a
declaration on this question fi'om the Federal lÿhnlstly of Justice
H See OGH 50b 152/04w (Effects of State Suecesston on Real Property Abroad/The Sovwt Embassy Budding
m Vienna), 09 11 2004, RPflSlgG 2004 No 2908, p. 18-29, at 27f
12 See ILA Resolution 16/2000, Formation of General Customm'y InteInatlonal Law, adopted on 29 July 2000 by
the International Law Assocmtion, Ieprmted m International Law Assocmtlon, Report of the Sixty-ninth
Conference (London 2000) 39, See also the iecent work of the ILC on Formation and evidence of customary
international law, Note by Sir Michael Wood, Special Rapporteui, 30 May 2012, UN-Doc A/CN 4/653
13 Foimatlon and evidence of customaly international law, Note by Su" Michael Wood, Special Rapporteur, 30
May 2012, UN-Doc A/CN 4/653, 4, ILC Report 2013, A/68/10, pp 93-100, at 98 ("Thele was broad suppoit for
a caleful examination of the practice of States [  ] Sevelal members suggested that the Commission research
the decisions of national comts, statements of national officials, as well as State conduct ")
4 ContmentalSheIfCase (Llbyav Malta), Judgment of 3 June, 1985, ICJRep 1985, p 13, at 29-30, para 27
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The first element, state practice, can manifest itself in various ways. Most notably, such

practice is expressed through administrative acts, legislation, decisions of coulÿs and activities

on the international stage such as treaty-making,is Additionally, the legal officers of a state's

governmental bodies,I6 diplomats and high ranking political figures, when acting on behalf of
a state, are considered to express not theh" private views but to present the views of the state

they are representing. Thus, whenever they appear m the international context, they are

confirming and sometimes themselves contributing to the practice of theh" respective state.17

Accordingly, evidence of state practice can be gathered from a variety of sources: It can be

drawn from diplomatic correspondence, policy statements, press releases, official manuals on

legal issues, comments by governments on legal documents drafted in lnternationalfora or
court judgments.XS

Opmlo mrzs, on the other hand, is slightly more difficult to ascertain Being subjective and

psychological in nature, the conviction of a state that its acts are mandated by international

law will manifest itself primarily in statements accompanying certain acts or the voting

behavior in international organizations, e.g by voting for or against a resolution of the UN

General Assembly. However, if such publicly expressed views are missing or scarce, the task

of establishing an opmlo lurzs can seem a rather theoretical (and largely hypothetical)
experience. The notion that the beliefofa state was usually more difficult to ascertain than its

objectively verifiable conduct has led some commentators to argue that m many (if not most)

instances a showing of state practice by itself was sufficient to establish a rule under
customary international law 19 In a sinailar maimer, it has been suggested that a certain

presumption ofopimo iurls would stem from an existing practice However, while sometimes

inferring the existence of such an opmto torts from a consistent general practice of states in a

given field, thereby elevating the fn'st element of custom to a certain gateway for the second,2°

the ICJ has refuted the idea of such a presumption and taken a more rigorous stance towards

the opmio luris requirement by demanding actual indications of a belief that the practice m

question is legally binding.21

15 Shaw, Inteinatlonal Law (6th ed, 2008) 82, Oppenhetm, Oppenhetm's International Law Vol. 1 (9th ed, 2008)
26; Arrest Warrant Case (Democratic Repubhc of the Congo v Belglmn), Judgment of 14 Febluary, 2002, ICJ
Rep 2002, p 3, at 23-24, para 56
6 Mendelson, The Formation of CustomaI2¢ Intemataonal Law, 272 Hague Academy of International Law,

Collected Courses 1998, 198
17 ILC Report "Ways and means for matang the evMence of customary mternattonal law more readtly avatlable'
(1950), Yearbook of the ILC 1950 Vol II, pp 367-74, at 371-2; Interhandel Case (Smtzerland v United States
of America), Iÿeliminary Objections, Judgment of 21 March, 1959, ICJRep 1959, p 6, at 27
18 Brownhe, Principles ofPubhc Intematmnal Law (8th ed, 2012) 24.
9 Mendelson, The Formation of Customary International Law, 272 Hague Academy of International Law,

Collected Courses 1998, 246
2o Case Concerning Mdttary and Paramthtary Aettwttes m and agamst Ntearagua (Nicmagua v Umted States
of America), Judgment of 27 June, 1986, ICJ Rep 1986, p 3, at 108-9, para 207; Case Coneermng the
Dehmttatton of the Marttune Boundary m the Gulf of Marne Area (Canada v United States of America),
Judgment of 12 October, 1984, ICJ Rep 1984, p 246, at 293-94, para 91, Pulp Mills on the Rtver Uruguay
(Argentina v. Uruguay), Judgment of 20 April, 2010, 1CJ Rep 2010, p 14, at 83, para 204, Legah{y of the
Threat oi" Use of Nuclear Weapons, Adwsory Opinion, ICJ Rep 1996, p 226, at 254-5, para 67
21 Case Coneernmg Ahmadou Sadlo Dtallo (Republic of Gmnea v. Democratic Repubhc of the Congo),
PIehminary Objectmns, Judgment 24 May, 2007, ICJRep 2007, p 582, at 615, para 90
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Of particular relevance m the context of estabhshing state practice and opmzo turls are

national court decisions Not only are they more readdy available and more easdy accessible

than acts and decisions of administrative bodies (especially those on a lower level) or the

views expressed by high ranking government officials m bilateral or mulnlateral treaty

negotiations, but when deahng with matters of international law, they usually contain both a

statement of facts and a description of the approach taken by the state that indicates whether it

acted out of a legal obhganon or not 22 Thus, ha an often very precise manner both elements of

custom are reflected In addition to their primary function of bemg evidence of state pracnce23

and mdicatmg oplmo zurls24 these decisions - even if not legally binding - m their persuasive

anthonty consntute precedents on issues of international law just hke those Issued by

international courts and tribunals. In this context, national court decisions can serve as

'subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law' as enshrined in Article 38 (1)(d) of
the Statute of the International Court of Justice 25 Especially m the field of state immunity the
ICJ only recently has thus acknowledged that the judicial practice of domestic courts is "most
pertinent".26

Moreover, in recem history judicml decisions have featured more prominently ha the

context of customary international law not only by reflecting state pÿactice but by (actively)

contributing to the formation of such practice through what has become lmown as

transnatlonal judicml dmlogue between national courts.27 In short, the term refers to the

interactive process of courts from different countries citing and making reference to the

decmions of each other, thereby harmonizing international law, creating a more consistent

practice and thus forming custom 2s By relying on the persuasive authority and by integrating

the legal reasoning of foreign courts which have been deciding snnilar issues of international

law, such transnational judicial dialogue can serve as prime evidence of an existing state

22 Moremen, Nanonal Court Decisions as State tS"actrce - A Judicial Dmlogue9 32 N C J Int'l L & Corn Reg
2006, 259 (274)
23 ICTY, Prosecutor v. Ta&c Decision on the Defence Motion for InteIlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction, Case No
IT-94-1-A, ICTY Appeals Chamber 2 October 1995, para 99, ILC Report 'Ways and means for malang the
evidence ofeustomaly mternattonal law more readily avadable' (1950), Yearbook of the ILC 1950 Vol 1I, pp
367-74, at 370, para 54, Moremen, National Court Decisions as State Piactlce - A Judicial Dialogue9 32 N C J
Int'l L & Coin Reg 259 (261)
24 Moremen, National Court Decisions as State Practice - A Ju&clal Dialogue9 32 N C J Int'l L & Coin Reg
2006, 259 (261) (274)
2s Mendelson, The Formation of Customary International Law, 272 Hague Academy of International Law,
Collected Comses 1998, 200,_6 JurzsdletmnaI Immumtles of the State (Gelmany v Italy Greece Inteivenmg), Judgment of 3 Februaly 2012,

p 31, para 73 ("for the purposes of the piesent case the most pertinent State piactlce IS to be found m those
national juchcml decisions   ")
2v While the names by which the process of transnational Interaction of courts sometimes vary, the telms
• international 3udicml dialogue' and 'tl ansnational Judicial dialogue' are found most consistently m hteiature, cf
Krotoszynskz, I'd hke to Teach the Wolld to Stag (In Perfect Harmony) International Judicial Dmlogue mad the
Muses - Reflections on the Perils and the PlOmlse of International Judicial Dialogue, 104 Mich L Rev 2006,
1321 (1323), see also Remlseh, The Internanonal Relations of National Couats A Discotu'se on International
Law Norms on JUllsdictlonal and Enforcement Immumty, m Remlseh! (eds), The Law of International
Relations- Dber Amtcorum Hanspeter Neuhold (2007) 289-309
zs Waters, Mediating Norms and Identity The Role of Tlansnatlonal Judicial Dialogue in Cleating and
Enfolcing International Law, 93 Geo L J 2005, 487
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practice in a respective field; at the salne time, it can itself add to establishing such practice

and thus be a key factor m the emergence of customary international law.29

What sounds straightforward in theory, however, often encounters practical problems.

Some of them might seem mundane. Certain judges might lack the necessary expertise in

international law necessary to properly ascertain the required elements of customary

international law.a° After all, mternatlonal legal disputes are far less hkely to arise in a

domestic court case than the everyday neighbor dispute. Along similar lines, judges might
simply not have the necessary language skills to comprehend foreign sources in theh" enth'ety

Other problems again are logistically or institutionally driven: First, even in times of online
resources, Information on foreign developments and in particular foreign court decisions

might not be as readily available as one might expect.31 Even if they are, courts are usually

constrained by notoriously limtted resources, both time- and persolmel-wise Consequently,

extensive research or lengthy surveys of state practice occur only m the most exceptional of

cases 32 If attorneys representing their parties do not provide the necessary reformation,

courts, rather than engaging in a tane-consuming analysis of foreign materials, will thus rely

on what scholarly writings or previous COUlÿ decisions have identified as a rule of custom.33

Also on a more 'legal' level difficulties may arise. When analyzing foreign court decisions,

it is doubtful whether judges can correctly evaluate the value and meaning of a decision

coining fi'om a different jurisdiction. Not only Is the rank of a court within a state's judicial

system of relevance for the relative weight of its decision; but more importantly, it must be

kept m mind that a judgment is usually the result of interactions of people involved in the
proceedings rather than a mere manual enshrined in a text document Only if a judge engaging

in a transnational judicial dialogue can manage to fully understand the context of the decision

in question, he or she will be able to properly assess its evidential character for a state's

practice or opmto tufts.34 In addition, given the fact that acts of different state organs

altogether contribute to a state's practice, focusing solely on the judicial branch might

overlook potential inconsistencies and contradictions of positions that other branches have

taken. After all, a judge whose constitutionally guaranteed independence allows him to have

his personal views influence a decision as long as it stays within the boundaries of the law
might take a different stand on issues of international law than e g members of the

govermnent or the state's high ranking legal officers in international organizations. In such

29 Moremen, National Court Dectsions as State Practice - A Judmml Dmlogue9 32 N C J. Int'l L. & Corn Reg.
2006, 259 (263).
3o See ILC Report 2013, A/68/10, pp. 93-100, at 98 ("With regard to the jurisprudence ofnanonal courts, sevelal
members agreed that such cases should be approached cautiously, and should be carefully scrunmzed for
consistency It was suggested that the manner m whach national courts apply customary international law is a
functmn of internal law, and domestic judges may not be well versed in pubhc mternatmnal law ").
31 Trmlble, A Revismnlst View of Customary International Law, 33 UCLA L Rev 1986, 665 (714).
32 One of those would be the Austrian landmaJk case ofHoffinann v Dralle whele the Ausn'ian Supreme Court
engaged m a stu'vey on state plactlce in numerous cotmtnes from all over the world, see below Chapter II.
33 Brownhe, Plinciples ofPubhc Intematmnal Law, 56
34 Krotoszynskt, I'd like to Teach the World to Sing (In Perfect Harmony). Internatmnal Judicial Dmlogue and
the Muses - Reflectmns on the Perils and the Promise of International Juchcml Dialogue, 104 Mlch L. Rev 2006,
1321 (1335)
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cases, it remains questionable how rehable such a court decision really is as evidence of a

state's practice.35

III.   Overview of the Analysis of Customary International Law in Austrian

Jurisprudence

On several occasions the Austrian judiciary had to resort to customary international law.

The following study is not intended to provide an exhaustive overview of Austrian COUlt cases

relying on customary international law Rather, its focus hes on identifying decisions where

custom was not only revoked, but where courts gave some indication how they arrived at the

conclusion that a particular rule formed part of customary international law Thus, the

attention Is directed toward the methods of identifying customary law. Do domestic courts use

the internationally recognized standards of identifying state practice and opmto zurts in order

to ascertain custom? If so, how deeply do they engage in a survey of relevant state practice;

by which means do they determine the existence of opznto turts? What is the role of

precedent, both domestic and foreign (including other national jurisprudence as well as the

case law of international courts)9 To what extent do national courts rely on scholarly works in

order to identify custom'ÿ

As regards the methodologically proper approach of identifying customary international

law, the followmg survey of Austrian cases demonstrates a rather bleak picture. Apparently,

the eagerness of the Austrian judiciary to broadly engage in a determination of state wactice

and opznto mrzs is hmited. Only few cases can be identified m which courts have truly

reviewed the formative elements of customary law In the majority of cases, Austrmn courts

appear satisfied with noting that a paÿtlcular rule was identified as having customary

international law quality in textbooks or other works of scholars of international law or that

Austrian and foreign (prnnarily German) jurisprudence bad held so. Thus, they mostly rely on

subsidmry sources of international law mstead of ascertammg the existence of primary ones.

1) Extensive Analysis (Courts evaluating State Practice and Opinio Iuris)

The analysis of Austrian jurisprudence since 1945 has shown that m fact only one case

extensively addresses the problems of identifying the content of customary rules. It is the

well-known Hoffinann v Dralle or Dralle v Czechoslovakza case,36 a leading 1950 Austrian

Supreme Court case confirming the restrictive state tmmumty doctrine. Its exemplary

discussion of the customary international law basis rightfully gave it a place m various

prominent textbooks even beyond the Geiman speaking world 37

35 Mendelson, The Folmation of Customary International Law, 272 Hague Academy of International Law,
Collected Courses 1998, 200, Moremen, National Corot Decisions as State Plactlce - A Judicial Dialogue9 32
N C J Int'l L & Corn Reg 2006, 259 (290)
36 OGH 10b 171/50 (Dralle v Repubhe of Czechoslovakta), 10 May 1950, SZ 1950 No 23/143, p 304-332, 17
ILR 155
37 See, e g, Henkm, et al, International Law - Cases and Materials (2nd ed, 1987) 901-5, Shorn,, International
Law (6th ed, 2008) 704f, Oppenhelm's haterlaatlonal Law Vol 1 (9th ed, 2008) 359, Brownhe, Principles of
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The case arose from a complex trade mark dispute between Mr. Hoffinann, the Austrian

representative of the German cosmetics manufacturer "Georg Dralle" and the state-owned

company "Jhi Dralle", the Czech branch of the German firm which had been nationalized by

Czechoslovakia after World War II. While the substance of the dispute related to the potential
extraterritorial effect of the Czechoslovak natlonahzation decree (which was eventually

denied) the preliminary question for the courts was whether a foreign state could be sued

before Ausman courts with regard to a dispute involving the use of trademarks. The claimant

had sought an injunction against the Czechoslovak state-owned company to restrain it from

claimhag the exclusive right to use the Dralle trademark in Austria The Austrian Supreme

Court came to the conclusion that since the respondent's claim to immunity from jurisdiction

concerned the commercial activities of a foreign sovereign state rather than its political

activities, the respondent was subject to the jurisdiction of the Austrian courts.3s While this

result is not surprising under a restrictive immunity standard,39 the remarkable part of the

decision is the thorough and in-depth analysis which led the Court to conclude that the
doctrine of absolute state immunity was no longer generally accepted and that there was thus

no customary international law obligation to accord immunity to Czechoslovakia.

After an initial examination of the pertinent Austrian case-law on state immunity where in

ten of its previous decisions immunity had been partly denied where a respondent state had

acted like a private undertaking, the Supreme Comÿ concluded that "it cannot be said that
there is any uniformity of case law in so far as concerns the extent to which foreign states m'e

subject to Austrian jurisdiction ,,4o

It then turned to an analysis of foreign jurisprudence, recognizing that the issue whether

foreign states were Immune regarding their commercial activities was a question of

international law and that such a potential rule of customary international law could be

ascertained best by analysing the judicial practice of states. In the court's words"

"In view of the fact that we are here concerned with a question of international law we

have to examme the practice of the courts of ctvthsed countries and to find out whether

from that practtce we can deduce a uniform mew, this ts the only method of ascertammg

whether there still exists a prmctple of mternattonal law to the effect that foreign states,

even in so far as concerns claims belonging to the realm of private law, cannot be sued m
the courts of a foreign state.''41

What follows IS a truly impressive overview of mostly European, but also non-European

jurisprudence developing the distinction between sovereign and cormnercial activities, acta

ture tmpertt and acta ture gesttoms, in order to limit state hnmunity to acts manifesting an

exercise of sovereign powers. The court extensively cites from Italian, Belgian and Swiss

Pubhc International Law (7th ed, 2008) 508; Neuhold!Hummer/Schreuer, Osterrelchlsches Handbuch des
Volkerrechts Vol I4 (2004) 44
38 17 ILR 155
39 See Lauterpaeht, 'The Problem of Jurisdictional hnmunmes of Foreign States', 28 BYIL (1951) 220,
Sehreuer, State Immumty Some Recent Developments (1988); Pmgel-Lenuzza, Les Immtmm6s des Etats en
Dloit Internatmnal (1997)
4o 17 ILR 155, 157
41 17 ILR 155, 157f
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cases and then continues to cite Egyptian, German, English, American, Czech, Polish,

Portuguese, French, Romanian, Brazihan, and Russian case-law m order to conclude that

"[...] tt can no longer be said that jurisprudence generally recognizes the principle of

exemption of foretgn states zn so far as concerns claims of a private character, because the

majority of courts of dzfferent czvthsed countrws deny the zmmumty of a forezgn state, and

more particularly because exceptions are made even m those countrws which today stdl

adhere to the traditional principle that no state zs entitled to exerczse jurlsdzctzon over

another state ÿ,42

Subsequently, the Court turned to a number of other documents which dealt with the

question of state tmmumty, ranging fi;OlXl treaty clauses hke Article 233 Peace Treaty of Samt-

Germain,43 to vm'ious resolutions, like the Resolntlon of the Imperial Economic ConfeIence of

the British Empire in 1923 and a similar recommendation in the Report of the World
Economic Conference held at Geneva in 1927, to the work of academic associations and

institutions like ILA and IDI ÿesolutions aM a draft of the Halward Law School of 1932, all
supporting the principle ofresmctive immunity

In the view of the Austrian Supreme Court, these "various proposals of international

associations" equally showed that "the classic doctrine of unlhmted lmmumty no longer

correspond[ed] to the view expressed m legal practice.''44

Finally, the court analysed scholarly writings45 as a relevant subsidiary source of

international law in order to ascertain whether the doctrine of absolute immumty still formed

part of customary international law. However, antlcipatmg the result the Court stated.

'ÿNeither does the literature on the subject present a uniform picture. The Supreme Court must

now consider legal doctrine briefly because the communts optmo doctorum is also regarded as

a source of International law.''46 A broad analysis of Austrian and foreign textbooks led the

Court to conclude that ''there clearly [was] no commums opmlo doctorum ,,47

On this basis the Court concluded that "zt can no longer be sam that by international law

so-called acta gesttoms are exempt from mumczpal jurzsdlctzon Thts subjection of the acta

gestzonts to the jurzsdlctton of states has its basts in the development of the commerctal

actzvzty of states The classic doctrme of tmmuntty arose at a time when all the commercial

actzwtws of states m forezgn countrws were connected with their pohtzcal actlwtws, either by

the purchase of commodttws for their dtplomatzc representatives abroad, or by the purchase

of war material for war purposes, ere Therefore there was no justÿcatlon for any dÿstmctlon

42 17 ILR 155, 161
43 Treaty of Salnt-Gerinam-en-Laye (Treaty of Peace between the Allied and Assocmted Powers and Ausma), 10
September 1919, 226 CTS 8, Altlcle 233 ("If the Austrian Government engages in mtemational trade, it shall not
m respect thereof have or be deemed to have any rights, privileges or lmmumtles of sovereignty ")
44 17 ILR 155, 163
45 As a htunorous side note, it may be pointed out that the Court made reference to, mter aha, a George
Granwlle Chdhmore It of corn se meant George Grenvdle Phdhmore, one of the honorary general secretaries of

ththe Internatmnal Law Assocxatlon m the eaily 20  century and joint editor with Sir Alexander Wood Renton of
Burge's Commentartes on Colonial and Folelgn Laws
46 17 ILR 155, 163
47 17 ILR 155, 163
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between prorate transactions and acts of sovereignty Today the posttlon zs entirely dfferent,

states engage in commercial actlvzttes and, as the present case shows, enter into competitton

with their own nationals and with foreigners Accordingly, the classic doctrine of immunity

has lost its meaning and, ratzone cessante, can no longer be recognized as a rule of

international law   For these reasons the Supreme Court reaches the conclusion that m the

present case the question of jums&ctlon must be answered in the affirmative ,ÿ8

On the merits, the Court held that the Czech nationalization measures would not be

accorded extraterritorial effect. Thus, the rights of the German company and its Austrian

representative were still in existence and could be enforced via the injunction sought by the

claimant.

As regards the evidence relied upon for the central question of state immunity, the Austrian

Supreme Court obviously engaged in a very diligent analysis of both Austrian and foreign
case-law. With regard to nnmunity issues such a case-law analysis is of course highly

appropriate since it is the court decisions themselves which are both a manifestation of

relevant state practice (it is national courts according or denying immumty) and of opmio

lurls (by deciding in favour or against immunity national courts as organs of a state express an

attributable conviction whether they think that thexr result is required or permrtted by
international law). Thus, it seems correct to look at the actual court practice in order to

establish a rule of customary international law on state irmnunity

The fact that any such case-law analysis might ultimately be incomplete for the purpose of

establishing conclusively a sufficiently consistent and general practice seems to have

motivated the cotnÿ to look for an answer in a rather redirect way. One should note that the

Dralle court did not establish that there was a rule of customary international law according to

which states no longer enjoyed immunity for conunercialhure gestlonis activities. Rather, the

court used the case-law survey to conclude that the principle of state immunity also for claims

of a private character can no longer be upheld since the majority of national courts denied

immumty in such cases.49 In other words, it was the demise of the absolute state immunity

doctrine which led the court to believe that it was entitled to deny immunity for the private
law activities of a foreign state which engaged in a commercial activity and tried to dissuade a

competitor from using certain trademarks.

2)    Light Analysis (Mentioning or at least Indicating State Practice and/or Opinio
Iuris without thorough Examination)

The far greater number of Austrian court decisions dealing with one or more aspects of

customary international law engage in a much lighter analysis as regards the ascertainment of

the content of such customary international law rules.

An example where the Austrian Constitutional Court relied on foreign precedent in order

to establish a customary international law rule according to which international organizations

4s 17 ILR 155, 163
49 See supra note 42
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generally enjoyed nnmunlty before domestic courts can be found m the so-called Arbztratzon

Panel for In Rein Restttutton Casef° The case concerned the legal attempt to challenge a

decision of the arbitration panel as an administrative 'decision' of an Austrian authority

While the underlying dispute concerned rather complex factual issues of post-World War II

property restitution, the core issue was whether decisions of the Arbitration Panel for In Rem

Restitution, a hybrid international arbitral tribunal which had been estabhshed m 2001 by
Austrian legislation pursuant to an international agleement between Austria and the Umted

States,51 were subject to judicial review by the Austrian Constitutional Court

The case concerned the restitution of real estate located in Austria that had been

involuntarily sold by its Jewish owners after the National Socialist Regime was estabhshed
following the 'Anschluss' In 1961, a settlement for restitution of the property was reached

between the original owner's descendants and Austria.

After 2001, another group of descendants claimed that they were the rightful hen's and that

the initial 1961 settlement constituted an 'extreme inJustice'. This latter qualification would

allow the Arbitration Panel for In Rein Restitution to recommend (even after 2001) the
restitution of publicly-owned real property The panel, however, m a decision of 3 May

200452 found that the initial settlement did not constitute such 'extreme injustice' and thus

rejected the claim In fact, the Austrian 'General Settlement Fund Law',53 enacted pm'suant to

the bilateral 2001 Washington Agreement between Austria and the United States,54
established a three-member Arbitration Panel, consisting of one member to be nominated by

Austria, one by the US and a third presiding member to be determined by agreement of the

party-appointed arbitrators,55 that was empowered to recommend the restitution of real

property even in cases where there had ah'eady been a previous decision or settlement

pursuant to the original restitution legMation after World War II m the exceptional case

where such original disposition constituted an 'extreme inJustice',56

5o VfGH B 783/04 (Arbttratton Panel for In Rein Restttutton Case), 14 December 2004, VfSlg 2004 No 17415,
p 1129-44, for an English summary and analysis of the case see Anonymous v Austria, IndJvldual constitutional
complaint deczsion, B 783/04, ILDC 140 (AT 2004) 14 December 2004
sl See mfra text at note 53
52 Schiedsmstanz flu- Naturalrestltution (Arbttratton Panel for In Rem Restltutton), Decision-No 4/2004, 3 May
2004, inAlcher/Kussbaeh/Remtseh, Decisions of the Arbitration Panel for In Rem Restitution Vol 1 (2008) 112
53 Federal Law on the Establishment of a General Settlement Fund for Victims of National Soclahsm and on
Restitution Measures (Geneial Settlement Fund Law), Austilan Federal Law Gazette I No 12/2001
54 Agreement between the Austrian Fedelal Government and the Government of the Umted States Regulatmg
Questions of Compensation and Restitution tbr Victims of National Socialism (Washington Agueement),
Austrian Federal Law Gazette III No 121/2001
55 Washington Agreement, Annex A 3 d ("The Panel leglslatIun wdl prowde that the United States, with prIoI
consultation with the Conference on Jewish Material Claims, the Austrian Jewish Community, and attorneys for
the victzms, and Austria roll each appoint one member, these two members wall appomt a Chauperson All
members of the tln'ee-person panel should be famlhai with the relevant iegulations both under Austrian and
Internatmnal law (in partIculm, the European Convention on the Protection of Fundamental Fieedoms and
HumanRaghts) [ 1'3
56 Section 28(1) General Settlement Fund Law ("Fol the purposes of m rein restitution, the notmn of"publIcly-
owned property" shall cover exclusively real estate (land) and buildings (superstructures) which 1 between
March 12, 1938 and May 9, 1945, were taken from the previous owners whethel without authoilzatIon or on the
basis of laws or other orders, on political grounds, on grounds of ongm, rehglon, nationality, sexual ol lentatlon,
or of physical ol mental hand|cap, or of accusations of so-called asoclahty, in connection with events having
occurred on the tenltoiy of the present-day Republic of Austua dullng the National Sociahst era, and 2 were
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It was this decision which the constitutional complaint sought to challenge The Austrian
Constitutional Court held that the decisions of the In Rem Restitution Panel did not constitute
'decisions' of an Austrian administrative authority and could thus not be challenged. The

Court noted in particular the fact that the panel could only "recommend" the restitution of real

propertyf7 It thus held that the panel was an intergovernmental arbitration body which did not
"decide on a claim m such a way as to have legal effect. Its acts are not decisions of an

administrative authority in the sense of Article 144 B-VG [Austrian Constitution]. Rather, the
arbitration body's recommendations are a preliminary stage in the consideration of a

restitution claim by the appropriate Federal Minister as representative of the owner of the

assets concerned, fi'orn whom restitution in kind is demanded, namely of the Federal
Republic.''ss

More interesting for present purposes is, however, a long excerpt fi'om the submission of

the  Federal  Chancellor's  Office  Constitutional  Law  Service  ('Bundeskanzleramt-

Verfassungsdienst') which treated the Arbitration Panel as an international organization. The

Austrian Constitutional Court extensively quoted fi'om this submission which generally

remarked that

"If the arbttratton panel ts to be qualÿed as an mter-state instttutzon of an arbitral

character, then customary mternational law ts relevant according to which mternattonal

instituttons generally enjoy immunity from proceedings before the domestzc courts (cf

Belgian Conseil d'Etat, 17 November 1982, Dalfino vs Governmg Council of European

Schools and European School of Brussels L Queen's Bench Dtvtston, 20 December 1996,

Lenzing AGs European Patent, regarding a dectston by the European Patent Office) Thts

general prmctple of internattonal law equally apphes to mter-state mstttutions (cf Dutch

Supreme Court, 20 December 1985, A S v Iran-Untted States Clatms Trtbunal) There ts

therefore no need m the present case to constder further what legal nature the

recommendations or "rejecttons" by the arbttration body ultzmately possess, smce the

generally recogmzed prmclples of mternational law must apply to the arbttratlon body as

an rater-state mstitutton pursuant to Art. 9 (1) B-VG The Austrtan state bodtes must

observe and apply the transformed rules of internattonal law m accordance with their

jurisdtctton (el Rffl, op ctt, para 13) and consequently respect the mÿmuntty of the

arbitration body agamst Austrtan authorittes and courts ,59

never the subject of a claun that was previously decided by an Austrian court or achnmlstratLve body, or settled
by agleement, and for which the claimant o1" a relative has never otherwise iecelved compensation or other
consldelation, except in exceptional ctrcumstances where the Aÿbitratlon Panel unanimously determines that
such a decision or settlement constituted an extreme injustice, and which 3 on Janum'y 17, 2001 were
exclusively mad dnectly owned by the Federation [Bund], or any legal person under pubhc or wlvate law
wholly-owned, dnectly or indirectly, by the Fedelatlon ")
57 Washington Agreement, Annex A 3 1 and j ("The Panel legislation will prowde that the Panel wall make
recommendations to the competent Austrian Federal Minister for m rem restitution  [  ] The Austrian
Parliament wall pass a resolution indicating its expectation that the recommendations wdl be expected to be
approved by the competent AusUlan Minister(s) The Austllan Federal Government wall support such a
i esolutlon.").
ss See supra note 50, at 1143
59 See supra note 50, at 1138
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On this basis, the Federal Chancellor's Office concluded that the exemption of the In Rein

Restitution Panel fi'om Austrian judicial review was justified and it even referred to the well-

known Watte and Kennedy case6° according to which Contracting Pames of the ECHR61 must

ensure a balance between the organizational interest in an effective and independent

functioning secured by immumty and the right of access to court as guatanteed by Article 6

ECHR, thus there has to be at least an adequate alternative mechanism of dispute settlement

concerning claims against international oigamzatxons 62

Interesting is the Constitutional Court-approved method of the Constitutional Law Service

to identify an alleged rule of customary international law concerning the immunity of

International orgamzatlons and other inter-state restitutions by reference to (foreign) domestic

court judgments. Here the analysis resembles the one used by the Austrian Supreme Court m

the Dralle case.63 The cited cases64 have indeed expressed the view that international

organizations enjoyed immunity ÿom suit as a result of customary International law which is

remarkable since - contl ary to state hnmunity - the immunity of international organizations is

largely based on specific treaty provisions.6s Though the analysis is fat" "hghter" - the cases

are merely referred to without any in depth analysis - the approach is ultimately the satne.

These "precedents" express not only a certain optmo turzs, they also directly embody relevant

state practice whereby domestic comts exempt international organizations from their

jurisdiction.

Another body of cases that motivated Ausman comÿs to engage in a more detailed analysis

of customary international law revolved around the identification and/or application of treaties

which the courts found to be either an indication or even a codification of custom. The

following paraglaphs will serve as an overview of how differently various courts have

approached this relanon between custom and treaties.

60 Watte and Kennedy v Germany, European Court of Human Raghts, Apphcation No 26083/94, Etuopean
Court of Human Rights, Judgment of February 18, 1999
61 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ES N 5), 213 UNTS
222, enny into force 3 September 1953
62 See VfGH B 783/04 (Arbttratlon Panel for In Rein Restttutton Case), supra note 50, at 1138 ("If the
precedents of the European Court of Human Rights are also taken into consideration, the judgement of 18
February 1999 (GK), Wrote and Kennedy vs Germany, Appl 26083/94, lines 63 et seq, must be borne m mind,
as it states that internal structure of mtemanonal organlsations ruth superior laghts and lmmunmes (m the case m
question this had been expressly Implemented) as an mdaspensable instrument of ensuring the orderly
t'unctionahty of such organlsanons, free fi'om the unalateaal mfluence of lndwldual governments Thas well-
estabhshed pracnce would be comparable ruth the Human Raghts Conventaon msofm as other appropriate means
were avadable to the mdxvadual to protect his rights as guaranteed by the Convennon ")
63 See supra note 36
64 Dalfino v Governmg Councd of European Schools and European School of Brussels, Conseÿl d'Etat, 17
Novembel 1982, RACE (1982), 1544, 108 ILR 638-642, Lenzmg AG's European Patent, Queen's Bench
Dwasmn (Crouÿ Office Last), 20 Decembea 1996, [1997] RPC 245, The THnes 17 January 1997, 141 SJ LB 37,
CO/3358/96, A S v lran-Untted States Clatms Trtbunal, Local Court (Kantongeaecht) of The Hague, 8 June
1983, De Praktljkgads (1983) No 2022 (Enghsh summary m 15 NYIL 1984, 429, 94 ILR 323), District Court
(Rechtbank) of The Hague, 9 July 1984, De Praktljkgads (1984) No 2006 (English summary in 16 NYIL 1985,
471, 94 ILR 326), Supreme Coua't (Hooge Raad) of the Netherlands, 20 December 1985, 483 NJ 1691 (1985), 18
NYIL 1987, 357, 94 ILR 327
65 See only Remtsch, PHvdeges and Immunmes' m Klabbers/Wallendahl (eds), Research Handbook on the Law
of Internanonal Oagamzatmns (Edward Elgar, 2011) 135
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i) The role of Treaty Provisions for Customary International Law

Treaty provisions may be regarded as a codification of existing customary international

law,66 and at the same time their existence may be the expression of the contracting parties'

belief that they intend to deviate from customary law What has been termed the Baxter

paradox67 is a recurrent phenomenon in international law. it is often very difficult to

determhle whether a treaty provision confirms and evidences existing custom or proves that

custom would be otherwise.6s

The 1971 case concerning the immunity of domestic servants of diplomats69 is illustrative

in this regard. In a paternity and alimony suit against a domestic servant of a member of the

Greek diplomatic mission in Vienna, the Supreme Court had to decide whether such persons

enjoyed mamunity from suit as a matter of customary international law. This was required

since - as a result of Austrian legislation in 191970 - only persons entitled under international

law would continue to enjoy immunity. The legislation specifically ahned at the removal of
further privileges and immunities granted by the hnpenal Austria to fi'iendly princes as a
matter ofcourtotsw, but its broad formulanon had the effect that all other persons equally lost

such privileges and hmnunities not extended on the basis of an obligation. The Supreme Court

thus felt that it had to scrutinize whether domestic servants were entitled to irmnunity from

suit. The Court concluded that "since there was no international legal basis found m 'positive'

treaty law, the question remained whether the privilege in question reflects customary

international law as it existed in 1919 Only those norms that are recognized as law by the
general practice of states can be considered customary international law (Verdross,
VOlkerrecht [5] 139)."71

The Court then began its analysis of state practice,72 noting that previous state practice had

granted the "suite pnv6e" of the diplomat full immunity just as it had to the entourage of the
head of state. The "suite priv6e" included not only the family but also those servants which

did not belong to the officml staff of the mission but were only personally obligated to the
diplomat, such as domestic servants. While recognizing that "domestic servants still enjoyed

privileges in certain countries" the Court found, however, that "there [was] no universal

66 See also 'Evidence of customary international law. Elements in the Wevlous work of the Intematmnal Law
Commission that could be pamcularly relevant to the topJc', Memorandum by the Secretariat, A/CN 4/659, 14
March 2013, Obselvatmn 25 ("Recognizing that a treaty may codify existing rules ofcustommy internatxonal
law, the Commlssion has often referred to treaties as possible evidence of the existence ofa custommy rule ")
67 Named affel RtchardR Baxter (1921-1980), Professor at Harvard Law School and Judge at the International
Court of Justice from 1978 to 1980
68 Baxter, Treaties and Custom, 129 Recuell des Cours 1970, 27, at 64 ("The number of participants in the
process of creating customary law may become so small that the evidence of their practme will be minimal or
altogether lacking Hence the paradox that as the number of pames to a treaty increases, it becomes more
difficult to demonstrate what is the state of customaaÿ¢ international law dehors the treaty ")
69 OGH 6 Ob 94/71 (Dtplomattc Immumty of Domesttc Servants Case), 28 April 1971, SZ 1971 No 44/56, p
202-5.
7o § 1 (1) Gesetz vom 3 4 1919 iaber die Abschaffimg der nlcht im Volkerrecht beglundeten Extemtorlahtat,
StGB1 1919/210
71 See supra note 69, at 204
72 Relying on HoItzendorff, Handbuch des VolkelTechts (1887) 661
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opmto turfs on this matter (cf Verdross 333, Dahra [sic]73, V61kerrecht I 342, Strupp -

Schlochauer, Wdrtelbuch des Vdlkerrechts 672) ,,74

Subsequently, the Supreme Court tinned to treaty law to confn'm its fmding that domestic

servants of diplomats did not enjoy immunity from suit as a matter of customary law and

noted

"Also the promsmn of Artlcle 37 para 4 of the Vwnna Conventzon on Dzplomattc Relatmns

ts clearly based on the assumption that there is no consistent opmlo mrls regarding the

prtvdeges of domestic servants It is for that very reason that the exeepttonal case where a

receiving state would also grant broader lmrnumty to these people was regulated m the
Convention ,,75

In fact, Arhcle 37(4) of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations76 provides that
"private servants" enjoy only certain fiscal advantages and "may enjoy prwfleges and

immunities only to the extent admitted by the recewing State." Thus, the option under treaty

law was taken as an indication of the absence of a customary law rule

With regard to the primary evidence of the existence of an alleged rule of customary

international law to the effect that also domestic selwants of diplomats enjoyed tmmunity from

suit the Court merely rehed on scholarly works without engaging m any in-depth analysis of

Ausman or foreign jurisprudence on the matter.

ii)  Treaties as Codification of Custom

a) Effects of State Succession - Distribution of the Funds of the SFRY

In a set of legal proceedings concerning control over funds deposited by the former

Yugoslav central bank in commercial bank accounts m Austria, the Austrian Supreme Court

rehed not only on legal doctrine, but equally on ILC codification treaties as evidence of

customary international law

In interhn rehef proceedings,77 Croatia and Macedonia sought an injunction from the

Austrian courts to enjoin the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), which clauned to

73 The court was obviously referring to Dahm, Volkenecbt
74 See supra note 69, at 204
75 IbM
76 Amcle 37 (4) of the Vÿenna Conventmn on Diplomatic Relatmns, 18 April 1961, UNTS 500 (1964) 95
("Prwate servants of members of the mission shall, if they are not natmnals of or permanently resident m the
recemng State, be exempt from dues and taxes on the emoluments they recewe by leason of their employment
In other respects, they may enjoy prwlleges and lmmunmes only to the extent admitted by the recewmg State
Howeveb the recewmg State must exerose |ts jurlsdlctmn over those persons in such a mannel as not to rote1 fei e
unduly ruth the performance of the functmns of the mtssmn ")
77 OGH 40b 2304/96v (Effects of State Succession/State Property - Repubhc of Croatta et al v Gtrocredtt
Bank A G der Sparkassen), 17 December 1996, SZ 1996 No 69/281, p 886-894 See also Remtsch!Buh[er,
Ausma Supreme Com't decision m Repubhc of Croatta et al v Gtrocredtt Bank A G der Sparkassen
Introductory note, 36 ILM 1520 (1997), Buhler, Casenote Two Recent Austrian Supreme Coulÿ Declsmns on
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continue the legal personahty of the former Yugoslavia, the Sociahst Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (SFRY), to withdraw or otherwise decide over such bank accounts. The Supreme

Court upheld the lower courts' decision to grant such an injunction because it found that the

SFRY had been dissolved by "dismembratio',78 that the FRY was only "one of the successor

states" to the SFRY, and that these successor states were only jointly entitled to dispose of

such funds.

It came to this conclusion on the basis of a rule of customary international law stipulating

that in the case of a total dissolution of a state (dtsmembratto) its propeÿy had to be
distributed among the successor states according to equitable principles, which in turn

required negotiations between them in order to establish the distribution ratio. The central

holding of the COUlÿS was:

"Under customary mternattonaI law, m the case of "dismembratto" state property ts to be

distributed accordmg to the mternattonal principle of "equity" (Remtsch/Hafner, op ctt

41) In such a case Article 18 of the "Vienna Convention on Succession of States m Respect

of State Property, Archives and Debts" of 1983 prepared by the International Law

Commission provldes for the passmg of movable State property to the successor states m

"equitable proportions" Thus, the successor states have an international law title to

distribution recogmzed by the commumty of states ,,79

The customary character of the equitable distribution principle is based on the opinion of
two public international law authors8° as well as on the assumption that the Vleÿma

Convention on Succession of States in Respect of State Property, Archives and Debts81

codified customary international law in this respect. This latter assumption is equally

COlToborated by the opinion of the cited authors,s2

State Succession flora an International Law Perspective, 2 ARIEL 1997, 213 See also the parallel proceedings
against Credatanstalt, OGH 10b 2313/96w, 28 January 1997, SZ 1996 No. 69/283, p 900-909
78 Tile tern1 "dlsmembratio' refel s to the complete dissolution of the predecessor state and replacement by two or
more successor states, c£ Setdl-Hohenveldern, Volkerrechts (1994) 299 Even though technically the break-up of
the SFRY could also be regarded as a case of subsequent secessions, the community of states viewed it as a case
of "dismembratio', thus forcing the successor State, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) to apply for
membership  m  the  United  Nations  See Setdl-Hohenveldern/Hummer m  Neuhold!Hummer/Sehreuer,
Osterreichisches Handbuch des Volkerrechts Vol 14 (2004) 158
79 OGH 40b 2304/96v (Effects of State Suceession/State Plvperty - Repubhc of Croatla et al v Gtrocredit
BankA G Der Sparkassen), 17 December 1996, SZ 1996 No 69/281, p 886-94, at 892
so Remtseh/Hafner, Staatensukzesslon und Schuldenubelnahme beim "Zerfall" der Sowjetunlon, Schriftenrelhe
des FOWI Vol. 9 (1995)
sl Article 18 Vlerma Convention on the Succession of States in 1 espect of State Property, Archives, Debt, 8 Api i1
1983, UN-Doc A/CONF 117/14, not yet in force ("l.When a State dissolves and ceases to exist and the parts of
the temtoIy of the pl"edecessol State form two or moie successor States, and unless the successor States
concerned otherwise agree" (a) iimaaovable State property of the predecessor State shall pass to the successor
State m the temtory of which it is sÿtuated, (b) immovable State property of the predecessor State situated
outside its territory shall pass to the successor States In equitable piopoitions, (c) movable State property of the
wedecessor State connected with the acfiwty of the pledecessor State m lespect of the temtolies to which the
succession of States relates shall pass to the successor State concerned, (d) movable State property of the
predecessor State, other than that mentioned in subparagraph (c), shall pass to the successor States m equitable
proportions 2 The piovlsions of paragraph 1 are without prejudice to any question of equitable compensation
among the successor States that may arise as a result of a succession of States ").
82 OGH 40b 2304/96v (Effects of State Succession/State Property -Repubhc of Croatia et al v Gtroeredtt
BankA G Der Sparkassen), supra note 79, at 889 ('It Is In this sense that Art. 8 of the 1983 "Vienna Convention
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While a more detailed assessment of the codifying character of Article 18 of the Vlemla

Convention is lacking, the Supreme Court proceeded to an interesting discussion of various

international documents that appear to evidence an oplnlO tUftS that the concept of an

eqmtable distribution of state property had its basis in customary international law. The Court

referred to UNGA [sic] Resolution 102283 (leaving it to the Member States to release funds
and assets frozen pursuant to SC Resolutions 757 and 820, specifically pointing out that these

funds aud assets had to be released without plejudlce to claims of the successor states to such

property),84 to Opinion No. 9 of the Badmter-Commisslon85 (that state property of the SFRY

located in third countries must be distributed equitably among the successor states m

accordance with an agreement to be reached among them)86 and to the EU Declm'atlon of 9

April 199687 (which makes evident the requh'ement of an agieement among the successor

states on the dlsmbution of assets).88

The Court's outcome that the distribution of the funds of the SFRY would have to be
settled by negotiations mnong its successor states themselves was corroborated by rehance on

the commumo mctdens ("accidental community")s9 jurisprudence (corresponding to the

on Succession of States in Respect of State Propeity, Alchives and Debts", prepared by the International Law
Commission, defines "State property of the predecessor State" as property and rights which, at the date of the
succession of States, wele, according to the Internal law of the predecessor State, owned by that State. The
pox'pose of this codIficatmn was to formulate existing customary international law (Relmsch/Hafner,
StaatensukzessIon und Schuldenubernahme beim ,,Zerfall" der Sowjetunion, Sclmftemelhe des FOWI [1995]
44) ')
83 Ibld, at 892 The court mistakenly lefened to Resolution 1022 as having been adopted by the UN General
Assembly In fact, Resolution 1022 (1995) of 22 November 1995 (35 ILM 259 (1996)) was adopted by the
Security Council of the United Nations
84 Security Council Resolution 1022 (1995) [on suspension of measures imposed by or leaffirmed m Security
Council resolutions related to the situation in the former Yugoslavia], UN-Doc S/RES/1022 (1995) The
Security Council, in opelatlve clause 5, decided that "all funds and assets previously fiozen or impounded
pursuant to resolutions 757 (1992) and 820 (1993) may be released by States m accoldance with law, provided
that any such funds mad assets that are subject to any clmms, liens, judgements, ol encumbrances, o1" which me
the funds o1" assets of any person, partnership, corporation, oÿ other entity found or deemed insolvent under law
or the accountmg princ@es prevaflmg m such State, shall remam fiozen or mapounded until released m
accoldance ruth applicable law" In operative clause 6 It further decided that "'the suspension ol telmmatmn of
obligatmns poxsuant to this resolution is wxthout prejudice to claims of successor States to the tbrmel Socialist
Federal Repubhc of Yugoslavm with respect to funds and assets"
s50GH 40b 2304/96v (Effects of State Successton/State Property - Repubhc of Croatta et al v Gtrocredtt
Bank A G Der Sparkassen), supra note 79, at 892
86 Conference for Peace in Yugoslavia Arbitration Commission ('Badinter-Commlssion'), Opinion No 9, 31
ILM 1523 (1992), at 1525 ("The Albltratxon ComlnlSslon IS therefore of the opinion that property of the SFRY
located in thnd countries must be divided equitably between the successor States, [that] the SFRY's assets and
debts must likewise be shared equitably between the successor states, [and that] the states concerned must
peacefully settle all disputes to succession to the SFRY which could not be lesolved by agreement m line wlth
the principle laid down m the United Nations Chm'ter ")
87 OGH 40b 2304/96v (Effects of State Successton/State ProperOÿ- Repubhc of Croatta et al v Gu'oeredlt
Bank A G Der Sparkassen), supra note 79, at 892
8s Declm atIon by the PI esldency on Behalf of the Etu opean Umon on Recognitmn by EU Member States of the
Federal Repubhc of Yugoslavia, 9 Apill 1996, PESC/96/30 ("The Emopean Union consldeis that hereaftel the
development of good relations with the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and of its position within the
internatmnal commumty will depend on a constructive approach by the FRY to ( ) [an] agreeinent among all
the States of the former Yugoslavia on succession issues ")
89 In analyzing the question whether the international law htle to dlstributmn of the successor states could be
secured by an injunction issued by an Austrian court, the Court noted that the theory of 'comInumo incldens' as
created for cases of cease of existence of tbreign corporations would equally apply to the case of the
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German "Spalttheorie"/"doctrine of severance")9° used in cases of limiting the extraterritorial

effect of foreign expropriations. The Court found that any unilateral disposal of the funds in

question by the FRY would amount to an uncompensated expropriation of the other co-

owners in violation of the Austrian ordre pubhc. It thus concluded that the funds were now

held by a joint-ownership community of all successors who each had a legal interest to

prevent unilateral disposal over the property

b) Effects of State Succession - Soviet Embassy Building Case

In another case concerning state succession m respect of real property located abroad, the

so-called Soviet Embassy ButIdzng Case,9ÿ the Austrian Supreme Court effectwely left the

content of rules of customary international law open. The case arose from a request of the

Russian Federation to change the ownership entry in the Austrian land register concerning the

Embassy premises of the USSR in Vienna from the USSR to Russian Federation According
to the Russian Federation, it was legally identical with the USSR whose international legal
personality it continued. Thus, it was entitled to be recognized as the sole owner of the

premises. The Supreme Court merely noted that the correct legal qualification of the break-up

of the USSR was heavily disputed in international law doctrine,92 and concluded that the
proper identification of the rightful ownership claims was not an "obvious" question. It thus

rejected the request which would have reqmred the correction of an "obvious" incorrectness.93

While the Supreme Court did not rule on the content of any customary international law

governing the effect of state succession on state-owned real property located abroad, it made

some interesting general remarks on the applicable sources ofpubhc international law and in
particular the difficulty ofascertainmg custom. It held:

"In the absence of apphcable international treaty law governing legal problems artsing

from cases of state successton (neither the Vtenna Convention on Successton of States m

Respect of Treaties nor the Vtenna Convention on the Succession of States m respect of

State Property, Archives and Debts achteved the necessary number of ratÿcatlons),

unwrttten international law has to be dtscerned, prtmartly internattonal customary law,

'dlsmembratlo' of the SFRY Thus, the state plopelty of the dissolved state would constitute a jomt-ownershlp
commumty of all successor states See supra note 79, at 893
90 The doctlme of severance, developed mainly by the German Suweme Court for the area of corporate law,
severs the link whlch fictionally localizes the rights of the shareholders excluswely at the foreign seat of the
corporation concerned, thus awarding these rights to the shareholders wherever assets of the corporation may be
found, thus also in the forum state, cf Setdl-Hohenveldern, Pubhc Intenaatÿonal Law Influences on Conflict of
Law Rules on Corporations, Hague Academy, 198 Recuell des Corn s 1968, 71
91 OGH 50b 152/04w (Effects of State Sueeesston on Real Property Abroad/The Soviet Embassy Butldmg m
Vtenna), 09 11.2004, RPflSIgG 2004 No 2908, p t 8-29
92 It refeITed to Remtsch/Hafner, Staatensukzession und Schuldenubernahme belm "Zerfall" der Sowjetumon,
SchnftenreIhe des FOWI Vol 9 (1995) 910
93 OGH 50b 152/04w (Effects of State Sueeesszon on Real Property Abroad/The Sovtet Embassy Butldmg m
Vtenna), supra note 91, at 28 ("Even if one acknowledged the dÿrect apphcabfllty of customary international law
for State authoutles when deciding wehmanary questions regarding claims of a prwate law natule, there would
be no space for ex-parte proceedings concerning an amendment of the land xeglster which requires obvious
incorrectness and thus "obwous succession' Just as proceedings regarding the land register exclude any time-
consuming attempts to discern foreign law, assessing and evaluating dubious customary mtenÿatlonal law is no
vahd option fol affirming a state succession m such proceedings ")
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but also general prmczples of law Since cases of state successton are a relatively rare

phenomenon m mternattonal relations, tt ts dtfficult to prove the extstence of the classtcal

elements constttuttng international customary law, t e state practice and supporttve opmzo

turfs Therefore, scholarly wramg on international law ts of particular tmportance (cf

Remtsch/Hafner, Staatensukzesston und Schuldubernahme, 35) ,,94

What is notable here is the lack of any discussion of a potential codifying nature of the

Vienna Conventions - which the Supreme Court attested m the earher case concerning SFRY

bank accounts95 - and the ensuing lack of discussion of legal writings with regard to the

claimed legal effect of state succession on state-owned real property located abroad The

Court was certainly correct m finding that the comparative scarcity of state succession

instances implies a lack of sufficient state practice to easily ascertain customary international

law. Also the increased relative weight of scholarly writings or legal doctiine seems plausible.

While the lack of any attempt to ascertain the content of a potential customary rule is

certainly disappointing for the reader interested m state succession law, the Court's mere

reference to a lack of consensus legardmg the quahfication of the dissolution of the USSR is

perfectly complehensible from the point of view of judicial economy. It did not have to
determine the content of a customary international law rule concerning the effect of state

succession on real propeiÿ2¢ located abroad; all it had to demonstrate was that the effect was

not "obvious" And that was the case for two reasons" first, because one could differ whether

the Russian Federation was a continuator of the USSR or a successor state, secondly because

the rules on state succession m property were uncertain

In a compamon case,96 the Austrian Supreme Court equally rejected a request by the

Ukraine to change the ownership entry m the Austrian land register concerning other premises

in Vienna formerly owned by the USSR. The applicant had argued that as a result of the
dzsmembratio of the USSR and in consequence of a nnmber of international agreements

between the Russian Federation and Ukraine, ÿt would be entitled to these premises The

Court, however, held that the correct legal qualification as dtsmembratto or separation of

states from the USSR with identity between the Russian Federation and the USSR was a
controversial issue and that therefore the enhtlement of Ukraine was not sufficiently

"obvious" to trigger a mere correction of the land register. With reference to the Sovtet

Embassy Buddmg Case, the Court held that "a land register proceeding is not suited to

ascertain the content of questionable customary international law.''97

c) Enforcement Proceedings against Foreign States - Czech Art Objects Case

94 Ibld, at 28
95 See OGH 40b 2304/96v (Effects of State SuccesstordState Property -Repubhc of Croatla et al v Gtrocredlt
Bank A G Der Sparkassen), supra note 79
96 O612[ 50b 238/04t (Effects of State Successton on Real Property AbroadI1), 09 11 2004, ZtÿV 2005 No
2005/13, p 76-78
97 Ibtd, at 78
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A fairly recent Supreme Court decision, addressing the scope of enforcement immumty of

foreign states, illustrates the simphfied ascertainment of the content of customary

international law rules by Austrian courts In the 2012 case concerning Enforcement

Proceedmgs against the Czech Repubhc,98 a private company had sought the enforcement of

an arbitral award rendered against the Czech Repubhc and requested the Austrian courts to

permit the sale of three objects of art (two paintings and a bronze sculpture), all of which
belonged to the Czech Republic aM were on display at an exhibition at Vienna's Belvedere
Gallery, m order to satisfy an outstanding claim worth approximately 1 million EUR.

The Austrian courts had to address a mtx of questions concerning the enforcement of a

foreign commercial arbitration award and the scope of the Immunity from enforcement

measures enjoyed by a foreign state. This combination led to some confusion which the

Supreme Court had to correct.

The court of fn'st instance declared the mbitral award enforceable and permitted m

principle execuUon measm'es  in Austria.  However,  after having originally granted

enforcement measures, the court ended such proceedings ex officio following the receipt of a

note by the Austrian Ministry of European and International Affairs which stated that,
according to the rules of customary international law, assets "extra commercmm" were

excluded as objects of enforcement proceedings and that the Czech Republic thus enjoyed

enforcement immunity concerning the three objects of art Accordingly, the court of first
instance had relied on a customary law-based immunity of cultural objects on loan from one

state to another.

The Court of Appeals revoked the lower couit's decision, arguing that the Czech Republic,

by entering into an arbitration agreement, had subjected itself to the arbltraUon proceedings
and had thus waived its tmmunity for contentious court proceedings relating to the arbitration.

Thÿs immunity in the contentious proceedings, however, was to be distinguished from

immunity from enforcement proceedings. In the context of enforcement proceedings, an

asset's dedicated purpose determined whether said asset was available for enforcement Only

those assets that solely served purposes of a private law nature were available for

enforcement The immumty governing cultural objects owned by the state would not apply

where such cultural objects were clearly designated for commercial purposes or for sale. The

Austrian law on the temporal grant of immunity of cultural object on loan99 would not prevent

broader protection of state-owned cultural objects on the basis of customary international law.

The Court of Appeals fnmlly noted that in enforcement proceedings assets designated for
purposes of a private law nature were subject to enforcement This exception, however, would

not mean that assets traditionally designated for official/sovereign purposes were subject to

enforcement. The cultural objects m the present case were considered assets designated for

official/sovereign purposes and thus excluded from being subject of enforcement measures.

98 OGH 30b 18/12II1 (Enforcement Proceedings against the Czech Repubhe), 11.07 2012, JBI 2012, p 729-33
99 Federal Law on the Tempolary Immunity of Cultural Objects on Loan for Pubhc Exhlbmon (Bundesgesetz
uber dte volubelgehende sachhche Immumtÿtt yon Kulturgut-Leihgaben zum Zweck der offenthchen
Ausstellung), Austrian Federal Law Gazette I No 133/2003, amended by Austrian Federal Law Gazette I No
65/2006
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Because of this broad immunity the Court of Appeals quashed the entire proceedings

(including the enforceability of the arbitral award)

On final appeal, the Supieme Coulÿ m its analysis first noted that proceedmgs for the

enforcement of foreign awards and judgements were not palÿ of regular enforcement

proceedings, but rather suz generzs proceedings which may lead to a declaration of

enforceablhty regardless whether the opposing party possessed any assets subject to

enforcement proceedings. On this basis, it held that the enfoiceabihty of the arbitral award

rendered against the Czech Republic had to be assessed on its own tenns (basically pursuant

to the criteria laid down in the New York Convention without regard to the availability of

assets subject to execution measures).

As regards the central issue of the enforcement immunity regarding the three alÿ objects the

Austrian Supreme Coulÿ equally demanded further clarification fi'om the lower courts

However, it made a general finding concerning the scope of state immumty from enforcement

measures Recurring extensively to Austrian and German civil procedure scholarship and

modestly on German jurisprudence, the Court stipulated the existence of the generally

accepted purpose criterion in order to distinguish between assets subject to enforcement

measures and assets exempt fi'om such measures. It held"

"According to the prevadmg view on restrlctlve/relattve state zmmumty m enforcement

proceedings a state enjoys tmmumty from enforcement only for assets' that serve

offietal/soveretgn purposes (Matscher m Faschmg2 Article IX EGJN Rz 218M Gelmer,

Internatlonales  Ztwlprozessrecht6  [2009]  Rz  590,  v  Schonfeld,  Dte  Immumtat

auslandtscher Staaten vor deutschen Gemchten, NJW 1986, 2980, Kroll, Die Pfandung yon

Forderungen des russtschen Staates gegen deutsche Schuldner - Investltmnsschutz und

Vollstreckungszmmunttat, IPRax 2004, 223, Weller, Vollstreckungstmmumtat BewetsIast,

Bewetsmafl, Bewetsmtttel, Gegenbewets und Bewelswurdtgung, RIW 2010, 599, Weller,

Vollstreckungslmmumtat fur Kunstlethgaben ausIandzseher Staaten, IPRax 201I, 574,

Lange, Internattonale Rechts- und Forderungspfandung 2004, 51, dBVerfG 2 BvM 9/03
NJW 2007, 2605),,loo

Accordingly, the Supreme Court concluded that the Czech Repubhc would not generally

enjoy hnmunity from enforcement Rather, assets not used for official!sovereign purposes

could be subject to enforcement The Court further held"

"The burden of proof for facts that justify tmmumty from enforcement measures generally

hes on the party invoking such unmumty (Lange, Forderungspfandung 82f Gelmer, IZPR6

Rz 527, Kroll, IPRax 2004, 227, Weller, RIW 2010, 600, Zlmmermann in MunchKomm

ZPOs [2008] § 20 GVG Rz 15, Walter, Gtbt es eme Bewelslastvertedung bet der
Immumtat von StaatenP RIW 1984, 14, v Schonfeld, NJW 1986, 2982, BGH VII ZB 37/08
RIW2010, 72),,ÿOl

loo OGH 30b 18/12m (Enforcement Proceedings against the Czech Repubhc), supra note 98, at 731 (para 2 4)
iol Ibld, at 732 (pala 3 4 1)
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In order to substantiate this finding, the Court finally relied on a decision of the German

Constitutional Court (2 BvM 1/76 NJW 1978, 485)l°a which had pointed out that requiring a
foreign state to comprehensively contribute to court proceedings in order to properly assess

the question of immumty from enforcement would violate the foreign state's sovermgnty and

would thus be impermissible However, this lowering of the standald of proof was based on

the notion that the burden of proof was on the judgment debtor ("m dubto pro
jurtsdtcttone").103

While not truly engaging with the German jurisprudence, this Austrian Supreme Court

judgment demonstrates a principled willingness to look across borders in order to ascertain

the scope of a customary international law-based unmunity from enforcement measures of

foreign states. Though almost exclusively based on a limited number of authors the outcome

appears to be in conformity with customary standards.

3) Mere Reference to Customary International Law in General or to Doctrine and

Publicists

With Hoffmann v Dralle1°4 dating back to 1950, the vast majority of Austrian court
decisions dealing with customary international law ever since have not come even remotely

close to the breadth and diligence of the customary law analysis of 'shining example' of

Austrian international law jurisprudence Motivated most likely by a sense of pragmatism and

the goal of efficiently clearing their case dockets, courts have dealt with customary

international law in a rather superficial way. What should in theory amount to an analysis of

state practice and opmto iurts presents Itself m lealIty often as a mere statement that a certain

customary rule exists or does not exist. While such a statement ts on a few occasions

supported by at least the appearance of a more thorough discussion, most courts have settled

for supportwe arguments found in scholarly writings to justify a rule under custom. In some

cases, courts based their decisions on customary international law without evening

mentioning the term, a reference to 'general international law' or the mere assumption of

customary law was all the court needed to decide the case.
I

102 BVeIfG 2 BvM 1/76 ("Phthppme Embassy Bank Accounts Case"), 13 12.t977, NJW 1978, 485-94, 65 ILR
146 In this case concermng the question whether there was a geneIal rule under international law that
enforcement meastues based on a judgment against a foreign state regarding its non-sovereign activity, against a
bank account of that state or of its embassy, existing withm the country and intended to cover the embassy's
official expenses and costs, wasper se inadmissible or only insofar as it would interfeie with the functmnahty of
the embassy as a diplomatic tepresentatton, the German Constltutmnal Court held that enforcement measures by
the host state against a foreign state regarding non-sovereign acts (aeta ture gesttoms) of that state through
objects located In the national tenttory of the host state was inadmissible insofm" as these objects at the time of
commencement of the enIbrcement measure were serving sovereign purposes of the foreign state Addmonally,
the Court held that receivables coming fi om an ongoing general bank account of a foreign state's embassy that
existed in the host state and was designated for covering costs and expenses of the embassy (operating account)
were not subject to enforcement meastnes by the host state Eventually, the Coult held that there had not been
estabhshed a customary lule that was sufficiently general and backed by the necessary legal consensus that the
host state was generally prohibited from takmg enforcement measures against a foreign state
o30GH 30b 18/12m (Enforcement Proceedings against the Czech Republic), supra note 98, at 732 (para

342)
104 See OGH 10b 171/50 (Dralle v Repubhe of Czeehoslovatua), supra note 36
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i)  Weak analysis of custom

In a handful of cases, the Austrian Supreme Court engaged in what seemed at first glance

hke the beginning of a thorough customaiy law analysis However, after a few paragraphs the

alleged analysis turned out to be at best a theoretical outline fol the haformed reader that

lacked any substantial ascertainment of either state practice or opmÿo ;ur;s.

a)  UNIDO Special Missions Case

The pxoceedings concerning the arrest of a former Syrian Ambassador pursuant to an

international arrest warrant1°5 are a good example. Concerning the defense claim that the

arrested had been on an official ad-hoc mission to UNIDO in his function as Director-General

of the Syrian Tobacco Company, thus enjoying diplomatic immunity under the UNIDO
Headquarters Agreement, the Court noted that

"the status of representattves of states sent out ad-hoc - also to international orgamzattons

- zs prlmardy determined by the respeetzve headquarters agreements, subsldzarily by

customary mternatzonal law, for the ascertainment of which (wzthzn certain hmlts) the Vienna

Convent;on  on the Representatzon of States  m  the;r Relations  w;th International

Orgamzattons of a Umversal Character of 14 March 1975 as well as by analogy the Umted

Nations Convention on Speczal Mzsslons may be consulted (el Kock/Ftscher, Das Recht der

mternattonalen Orgamsattonen, 581) ,106

However, without engaging in any sort of custoniary law analysis (e g by making any

reference to state practice or cases mvolvmg other international organizations), the Court

sflnply found that none of the aforementioned sources supported the assumphon that there

could be an ad-hoc mission to UNIDO without the agreement of the organization Without

stating its sources, the Comÿ fmally concluded that a quintessential precondihon for the

arrival of the representative of a state to constitute an ad-hoc mission was an ex ante approval

on behalf of UNIDO of such a mission. In the absence thereof, such an arrival could not be

quahfied as a specml mission lo7

b) Illegitimate Child of the former Prince of Liechtenstein Case

In a casel°s concerning the application for an affihation order against the Prince of

Liechtenstein and his three slblhlgs, the applicant alleged that she was an dlegitimate child of
the previously deceased Prince of Liechtenstein (the defendant's father) and thus entitled to

105 OGH 12 Os 3/98 (UNIDO ad-hoc M;ssmn Case), 12 Febluary 1998, SSt 1998 No 63/4, p 14-18
106 Ibtd, at 17
107 Ibld, at 18
r0s OGH 70b 316/00x (Illegtttmate Chdd of the Prmee of Lleehtenstem Case), 14 February 2001, SZ 2001 No.
74/20, p 122-9
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bring smt against his four chddren as his successors to have the Prince's parentage approved

and declared by the Court. Confronted with possible exceptions to the absolute immunity of

heads of state, the Court first noted that

"[c]ustomary mternatlonal law and increasmgly also mternattonal treattes provtde for

certain exceptions to the jurisdictton of Austrzan courts with regard to parttcular natural or

legal persons (.) (Ipsen Volkerrecht4 339 Rn 29, Neuhold/Hummer/Schreuer, Handbuch des

Volkerrechts, Rz 832, 1642, Mayr m Reehberger, ZPO2 Rz 2 zu Arttcle 1X EGJN) .109

Relying on the academic wntmgs of acclaimed international law publicists, the Court,

without providing any concrete examples of state practice, deduced as a core principle that

'foretgn heads of state by vtrtue of thezr office not only enjoy funettonal tmmuntty for their

offictal acts but also so-called absolute tmmunity wtth regard to thetr prtvate acts (Matseher

m Faschmÿ, Rz 242, Herdegen,  Volkerreeht 246 Rn 10, Neuhold/Hummer/Sehreuer,

Handbuch des Volkerrechts, Rz 1643, Delbruck/Wolfrum m Dahm, Volkerreeht 1/12 253)
This prmctple, by vtrtue of customary international law, extends basically to the members of

the famtly of the head of state formmg part of his household, according to currently

estabhshed state practice, however, the beneficiartes of absolute tmmuntty are limtted to the

'closest famtly members of a head of state forming part of hzs household' (opmton of the

Legal Office of the Austrtan Federal Mmtstry of Foreign Affatrs, Austrtan Diplomatte

Practtee m Internatzonal Law, ZOR, vol 44, 329, Ipsen, Volkerrecht 339 Rn 9, Artlcle 37 of

the Vienna Conventton on Dtplomattc Relattons) ,,it0

In the context of immumty for (former) heads of state, the Court found that

"the mternational community more and more demanded a hmttatton of this privtleged

status and vtewed such zmmunmes as Irrelevant before courts and admmzstratzve tribunals m

cases of serious breaches of mternattonal law (e g genocMe, crtmes against humantty and

torture) whtch couM no longer be seen in relation to any offictal acts of a head of state

(Herdegen, Volkerrecht 246 Rn 10, Luke, Die lmmumtat staathcher Funkttonstrager, Bd 16

der Berhner Jurtsttschen Untversitatsschrtflen - Offentliches Reeh0 ,,lll

In regard of civil proceedings, the Court found that a similar tendency could be noted and

referred to German literature on civil procedural rules112 which considered the doctrine of

absolute immunity as "retreating". Similarly, the Court relied on German literature on

international law113 which - by citing foreign state practice - claimed that "one could

reasonably argue that the extension of personal immunity to the entire private life of the head

of state including his commercial actiwties would constitute a non-justifiable and no longer

timely assessment of govermnent." Correspondingly, the cited scholars argued that launching

legal action against a head of state for commercial or other activities unrelated to his/her

Io9 lbtd, at 124
11o IbM, at 125
111 INd,

112 Martmy, Handbuch des lnternationalen Zivilverfahrensrechts (1984) Vol III/1, Anelkennung auslandlscher
Entscheldungen nach autonomem Recht, 259 (Rz 559).

3 Delbruck/Wolfrum, Die Grundlagen Die Volkerrechtssubjekte, m Dahm, Volkerrecht I/12 (1989)
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pohtical or international legal position would not violate international law The Court,

however, refi'ained fi:om mentKonmg (and analyzing) the foreign state practice that the two

authors had cited.

The Court's conclusion that legal proceedings against a foreign head of state were barred

by immunity were finally jusnfied by an interesting reliance on the Wazte and Kennedy

demand114 of the avallabihty of alternative means of effective legal redress.115 Without

expressly relying on that case, the Supreme Court recogmzed the mherent tension between the

right of access to court as protected by Alticle 6 ECHR and lmmumty ÿom jurisdiction 116

The court was satisfied, however, that the plaintiff could pursue Is clanns before the courts of

Liechtenstein and was thus not deprived of her right of access to court by the lmmumty

granted to the defendant before Austrian courts 117

c) German OSCE 'Representative' Case

In a case11s concerning a rental payment claim by a landlord against his tenant who was the

permanent 'representative' of the Federal Republic of Germany with the OSCE and, in his

function as head of the haison office of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly in Vienna, also an

employee of the OSCE, the Court discussed the question of the customary nature of the rules

on hnmumty concernmg mternational organizations.

The Court first noted that international organtzations were subjects of international law and

enjoyed broad immunity Unlike states, which only enjoyed immunity for acts they were
carrying out in an official capacity (aeta ture tmperu), the Court, by relying on academic

literature dealing with the issue, 119 found that the iinmumty of internahonal organizations was

absolute and noted that the legal basis for both immunities and privileges of international

organizations was to be found in the organization's charter, headquarters agreements,

customary international law or domestic laws.

The Court then dlstmgulshed the question of unmumty of international organizations fi'om

the immumty of their organs, civd servants and the various representatives of States serving at

the orgamzations It Hrst qualified the legal relationship at issue as a trl-polar relation between

the sending state, the host state of the organizanon and the organization itself, which fell into

the domain of the multilateral law of diplomacy. Turning to the legal sources of the

multdateral law of diplomats at international organizations, the Court noted that the Vienna

Convention on the Representation of States  m Their Relations with International

114 Watte and Kennedy v Germany, supra note 60
5 lbtd, para 68 ("[  ] a material factor m detelÿnmmg Mlether g:-antmg [  ] munumty flora [  ] jm'Jsdlctlon as

permissible is whether the apphcants had available to them reasonable alternanve means to px otect effectively
their rights under the Convention ")
H60GH 70b 316/00x (IlIegttmzate Chdd of the Prince of Lteehtenstem Case), supra note 108
1ÿ7 See also Remtseh, Das Recht auf Zugang zu Gerlcht und volkelTechthche Immumtaten in Osten'elch, m
Jabloner/Kuesko-Stadlmayer/Muzak/Perthold-Stoazner/Stoger (eds), Vom waknschen Weft der Methode
Festschnft Heinz Mayer zum 65 Gebm tstag (2011), 631-648, at 647f
Hs OGH 60b 150/05k (German OSCE 'Representattve' Case), 1 December 2005, SZ 2005 No 175, p 467-471
H9 Setdl-HohenvelderrdLotbl, Das Recht der lnternatlonalen Organlsatlonen emschhef3hch der suplananonalen
Gememscbaften7 (2000)
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Organizations of a Universal Charactera2° had not yet entered into force and could at best be

apphed factually as an expression of general international law. It did not, however, specify

what it meant by 'factually applying international law'. In continuing, the Court then touched

the question of customary international law m the area and held that

"Is]race international organizations have gained prominence only after World War II, ttts

doubtful whether there zs indeed customary international law m this area In any event, tt is

highly questionable tf there ts customary law with regard to the rules on immunity of the

Vienna Convention on the Immunity of Delegations to Organs of International Conferences,

m particular regardmg the OSCE The majority ofdoctrmal views m international lawfind

that the OSCE does not have a distinct legal personahty under international law (Ipsen,

Volkerrechts, 604)  OSCE member states had not yet made the decisive step from a

'negottatzon process towards an mternattonal organization' and were characterizing their

permanent mlsszons as 'permanent representations at the OSCE mstttutions m Vienna'
(Ipsen, Volkerrechts, 530),121

Eventually, the Court left the question of the status of immumty of the OSCE itself
unanswered It did, however, refer to the Austrian Federal Law on the Legal Status of the

institutions of the OSCE in Austria ('OSCE-Law'),122 whose provisions the Com't deemed

leges speelales to the Vienna Convention it had cited earlier. Since these provisions covered

the defendant in both his functions (as head of the liaison office of the OSCE Parhamentary
Assembly in Vienna and as a permanent representative of Germany at the liaison office), the

Court finally had to decide whether the privileges and immunities granted to the United
Nations ha Vienna by Austrian domestic law (the reference point used by the OSCE-Law)
would prevent the suit at hand from being admissible in court. To this end, the Supreme Court

referred the case back to the court of first instance which then held the head of the liaison
office of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly equal to a senior officer of the United Nations,
thus awarding the defendant full immunity from civil proceedings before Austrmn courtsJ23

d) Algerian Embassy Bank Aeeounts Case

120 Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in their Relations vclth Intenaatlonal Orgamzatxons of a
Universal Chmactea, 14 March 1975, UN-Doc A/CONF 67/16 (1975)
lzl OGH 60b 150/05k (German OSCE 'Representative' Case), supra note 118, at 470
2z Bundesgesetz ubei die Rechtsstelkmg von Emrxchmngen der OSZE m OstelTeich, Austrian Federal Law

Gazette I No 5l 1/1993, mnended by Austrian Fedelal Law Gazette I No 157/2002. § 1 grants legal personality
to the SecIetaiy Genelal of the OSCE, the OSCE-SecletaHat, the Permanent Councd of the OSCE, the OSCE
Forum for Security Co-operation and the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Medm Under § 3, institutions
of the OSCE located in Austria together with then" employees and experts are granted the same immunities and
prwileges that exist for the United Nations m Vienna and its slmdarly situated employees and experts The same
immunities and privileges are ga anted by § 3 para 2 to offices of institutions of the OSCE located abroad as well
as the Liaison Office of the OSCE Pathamenÿ-y Assembly In Vienna together with their officers. § 4 then
awards the same immunities and privileges to the permanent foi'elgn repiesentatxons and delegations (as well as
their members) or'the OSCE Member States at the OSCE restitutions listed an § 1
12ÿ BG Josefstadt 6 C 19/06f (unpublished).
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In the aftermath of the Phdzppmes Bank Accounts Case124 decided a few years earlier by

the German Constitutional Court, the Austrian Supreme Court in the 1986 Algertan Embassy

Bank Accounts Case125 held that while there was no rule in international law prohibiting

enforcement against foreign states as such, there was a rule regarding the enforcement in

property that serves the performance of sovereign functions

Plaintiff in this case had obtained a default judgment against the Republic of Algeria,
which had subsequently been declared enforceable When an attachment order on a bank

account held by the Algerian Embassy m Vielma was issued, Algeria appealed the attachment,

claiming that the bank account m question was an official account allocated for the

performance of sovereign functions.

Following the view taken by the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in a note to the court

of first instance that an ongoing general bank account of a foreign state's embassy which

exists in the host state and is designated for covering costs and expenses of the embassy

(opeiating account) was excluded from enforcement measures of the host state, the Court of

Appeals found that granting such enforcement would violate international law The Supreme

Court confirmed, noting that enforcement against an account of an embassy could only be

deemed legitimate under international law if plaintiff could prove that the account selwed

exclusively private purposes of the embassy. In concm'rmg with the German Constitutional

Court's holding in the Phdzppmes Bank Accounts Case, the Supreme Court found that

"Due to the difficulttes mvolved m yudgmg whether the abthty of a dtplomattc mtsston to

functton was endangered, international law gave wtde protectton to foretgn states and

determined such protection by reference to the typtcal abstract danger and not the specÿc

threat to such abthty to functlon m any parttcular case.''126

In reaching its conclusion, the Supreme Court first relied on the views taken by renowned

authors of international law. It explicitly mentioned NeuhoId/Hummer/Schreuer127 who had

found that enforcement in bank account savings of a foreign state was notper se allowed just

because the tbrelgn state might also have assets designated for private put'poses. Additionally,

Verdross/Stmma128 m their analysis of international law related jurisprudence on enforcement

proceedings had shown that courts were mainly focusing on the designated purpose of assets

of a foreign state in the host state. Their mare source of reference had been the opinion issued

by the German Constitutional Court in the Phthppmes Bank Accounts Case. In restating this

opinion and subsequently using it as a guideline, the Austrian Supreme Court reiterated the

German Court's words that at the time of the decision there had not been any state practice

that was either general enough or supported by opmto lurzs in order to constitute a general

rule under international law which would prohibit enforcement measures against a foreign

state as such There was, however, a general rule under international law prohibiting

enforcement by the authorities of the host state based on a judicially approved execution title

124 See supra note 102
12s OGH 30b 38/86 (Algerzan Embassy Bank Accounts Case), 30 April 1986, SZ 1986 No 59/76, p 379-383,
77 ILR 489
126 77 ILR 489
2v Neuhold/Hummer/Schreuer, Ostelrelchlsches Handbuch des Volkerlechts Vol I (1983)

12s Verdross/Stmma, Umvel selles Volkeneeht3 (1984) 770f
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against a foreign state concerning non-sovereign acts of the foreign state (acta zure gestzoms)

in objects of the foreign state located in the territory of the host state, without the consent of
the foreign state when these objects had served sovereign purposes of the foreign state at the

time the enforcement measure was initiated.129 Furthermore, the Court mentioned a decision

of the British Court of Appeal of 198313° that Verdross/Stmma had provided as a source for
their views.

Concerning the question of mixed accounts, the Supreme Court explicitly departed fi-om a

previous decision issued m 1958131 where it had found that enforcement against a bank

account of a foreign mission was inadmissible only if the account was exclusively designated

for the exercise of sovereign rights of the foreign state but admissible if it was also used for

prwate purposes. In thts context the Supreme Court in 1958 had noted that 'the mere fact that

the bank account is tn the name of the Repubhc of Indonesta 'for its legation" does not

permit the zÿference that the account extsts exclustvely for the exerctse of the soveretgn rtghts

of a foretgn state (representatton abroad) and ts not an asset serving prtvate law
functtons ,132

In its 1986 Algerian Embassy Bank Accounts Case decision, the Supreme Court followed

the example of the German Constitutional Court and held that 'assets held in a general bank

account of the mtsston of a foretgn state m Austrta, whtch ts allocated (also) to cover the

expenses and costs of the legatton, are not subject to execution m Austrta wtthout the consent

of the foreign state,'133 Thus, plaintiff would have to prove that an embassy bank account was

used exclusively for the exercise of private functions in order to legitimately pursue execution

against it

ii)  Reference to Custom based exclusively on Scholarly Writings

The most commonly used form of 'analysis' by Austrian courts when dealing with

customary international law is a simple reference to the pubhshed works of renowned legal

authors in the respectwe field. Without making a mention of the elements of custom or how

they might be ascertained, customary international law simply exists if and to the extent that

scholars claim it does, with the referenced authors coming almost exclusively from Austria or

Germany. The pool of sources is thereby not limited to scholarly writings in the field of
international law. In immunity cases, for instance, with the question of immunity and the

admissibility of the claml being preliminary procedural issues, Austrian courts regularly base

then" reasoning on Austrian authors and commentaries in the field of civil procedure134 where

129 77 ILR 489, 492f
13o Alcom Ltd v Colombta et al, 22 ILM 1037 (1983), 79 AJIL 1984, 451
J3ÿ OGH 60b 126/58 (Neustem v Repubhc oflndonesm), 6 August 1958, 65 ILR 3
132 65 ILR 3, 9
133 77 ILR 489, 494
134 Most prominently figure Rechberger, Kommentar ztu- ZPO (2006), Fasehmg, Kommentar zu den
Zivflprozessgesetzen Vol 1, EGJN (2002), etc
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certam immumty-related questions of customary internatlonal law have been extenswely

discussed

Examples of this phenomenon are manifold. In the Temehn Nuclear Power Plant Case,135

for mstance, an Austrian clttzen owning real estate close to the border brought suit against the

Repubhc of Czechoslovakia to enjoin the erection of a nuclear power plant The court,

without making any reference to existing state practice or opmto turts, held that

"according to customary mternattonal law the prmctple of terrttortal sovereignty apphes

Thts prmclple, however, is hmzted by mternattonal envzronmental law m so far as that no

state has the rtght to take actton on foretgn terrttory (espectally of a netghbormg state) or to

allow for such acttons from tts own terrttory (el Moser, OJZ 1987, 99 towN) Such vtolattons

of mternatzonal law by one state, however, can only be revoked by the affected netghbormg

state but not by a natzonal of the netghbormg state (el Verdross/Slmma,  Umverselles
Volkerrecht3, § 1300)."136

Simdarly, when a Liberian national challenged an order of enforcement issued by an

Austrian court by claiming to be a Llberian 'diplomat' and thus enjoying mamunity from

jurisdiction to enforce pursuant to the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, the Court

held that "Austrza ts bound by the content of the Conventton on Dtplomattc Relations whether

or not Ltberta has acceded to the Convention since it codÿes customary mternattonal law (cf

Mayr m Rechberger, ZPO, FN 16 to Arttcle IX EGJN, Stohanzl ZPO GMA 14, comment 2 to
Arttcle IX EGJN)."137

In discussing the question of domestic jurisdiction in a case dealing with Austrmn cartel

law and foreign competition dlstomons by a German corporation that had contracted with the

German province Bavaria,138 the Supreme Court noted that "fi]f and under what

etrcumstances a foretgn state can be sued before a domesttc court zs governed by dtfferent

norms of customary international law as well as international treattes (Matscher m Faschmg

I Arttcle IX EGJN Rz 115) By vtrtue of general mternattonal law, fore zgn states are largely

exempted from domesttc jurtsdtctlon (Matscher, Rz 196) What constztutes a state ts provided

for by mternattonal law (Matscher, Rz 196), terrttorml dzvtstons of a (federal) state are also
mcluded (el Matseher, Rz 197)  ,,139

Along the same lines, this tnne in the area of international tax law, the Constitutional Court

noted that "the prmczple that states can only levy taxes on matters to whzch they are closely

enough related ts recogmzed as a rule under customary mternattonal law (el Vogel,

Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen, Kommentar, 3  Auflage, 1996, Rz 7 mwN, Schaumburg,

135  OGH  7  Nd  504/89  (Temehn  Nuclear  Power  Plant  Case),  24  April  1989,  available  at
http//www 11s bka ÿv at/DokuInente/Justlz/JJT 19890427 OGH0002 0070ND00504 8900000 000/JJT 19890
427 OGH0002 0070ND00504 8900000 000 pdf
136 IbM, at 2
37  OGH  3  Ob  258/98g  (Ltbertan   'Dtplomat'  Case),   11  Novembel   1998,  available  at

http//www xas bka .ÿv at/Dokumente/Justlz/JJT 19981111 OGH0002 0030OB00258 98G0000 000/JJT 19981
111 OGH0002 0030OB00258 98G0000 000 pdf
3s OGH 16 Ok 3/08 (Get,nan Wood Cartel Case), 16 July 2008, SZ 2008 No 102, p 96-119

139 2rbTdÿ at 102
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Internattonales Steuerrecht, 1993, 13, Ttpke/Lang, Steuerrecht, 16 Auflage, 1998, §5 Rz 14,

Doralt/Ruppe, Grundrtfl des osterrelchischen Steuerrechts, II, 3 Auflage, 1996, 287) ,140

Taking it even a step further, some cases illustrate how scholarly writings are seen as the

exclusive source for parties as well as courts to either support or deny the existence of a rule

under customary international law

In the Indoneszan Azrlmes Case,141 for instance, an enth'e segment of the court's judgment

revolved around the question if a certain rule under customary international law had been

established by two Austrian scholars and what exactly the content of that rule was. The claim

that gave rtse to the case concerned the demand of an Austrian corporation of payment of

roughly 2 million US dollars from a state-owned Indonesian airline company which had its

seat in Jakarta but ran an off-line station in Vienna. When the defendant argued that it was a
recognized principle under customary international law that no state could adjudicate a case

that lacked a sufficient link to that state, the Court first felt compelled to clarify that such a
rule did not exist under customary international law

Rather, the Court found that defendant's reference to sources of hterature,142 which the

alleged principle had been based on, had been misquoted by the defendant. Cited correctly,
the Court elaborated that the customary rule described by the two authors would read: "It can

be seen as a rule under customary mternattonal law that no state ts permttted to conduct

proceedmgs tn a case that has no domesttc hnk ,143 While the Court acknowledged that such

a rule might extst under customary international law, it found that the case at hand provided

sufficient links for Austrian jurisdiction and could thus be heard before Austrian courts

In essence, for the court the extstence or non-existence of the customary rule in questton

depended on the correctness of the citation of the scholarly opinion that one of the parties had

raised. No analysts or discussion whether or not the alleged principle in the case was actually

evidenced by supportive (or maybe challenged by conflicting) state practice or opmzo zurls,

had found its way into the judgment

iii) Reference to 'genelÿl international law'

Interestmgly, sometimes Austrian courts seem to avoid a proper analysis of the elements of

customary international law simply by using the term 'general international law' and

supportmg it with a variety of works written m the relevant field. Resembling the wording of
Article 9 of the Austrian Constitution (which speaks of generally recognized rules of

140 VtHH G 15/98, V 9/98 (Internattonal Tax Law), 17 December 1998, VtSlg 1998 No. 15395, p 812-826, at
824
141   OGH  8  Ob  105/99w  (Indonestan  Au4mes  Case),  25  November  1999,  available  at
http'//www rls bka gv at/Dokumente/Justlz/JJT 19991125 OGH0002 0080OB00105 99W0000 000/JJT 1999
1125 OGH0002 0080OB00105 99W0000 000 pdf
i42 Ftseher/Koek, Allgememes Volkerl-echt4 (1994)
143 See supra note 141, at 4
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international law),144 no distmctÿon is made between a rule under custom or a general

principle of international law. No elaboration on how the alleged rule under 'general

international law' came into existence or evidence of corresponding practice of other states is

provided either The generality of 'general international law' is considered convincing enough

in itself to support the court's argument, its vagueness makes it possible to include rules of

customary international law without making even a reference to state practice or opmto zurls.

By way of example, in a case concerning the claim of an Austlian citizen against the SFRY

for compensation for the destruction of her cal" during an airstrkke of the Yugoslavian army,14s

the Court held that "asMe from regulations of international treatws, exzstmg general

international law estabhshes the doctrine of relative (restrtcted) mÿmuntty of states whzch are

exempted from domestic jumsdzctlon only when acting m an official capacity (acta rare

unperlO but not when acting m a pmvate capaczty (acta zure gesttoms) " ( ) An azr-force

operation of a state constitutes by tts very nature and according to general mternattonal law

an off!czal act (Mayr m Rechberger, ZPO Artzcle IX EGJN Rz 5) ,,146

Quite similarly, when the distribution of magazines by a German corporation was deemed

to infringe Austrian competition laws, the Supreme Court examined the question under which

circumstances domestic enforcement measures forcing a foreign party to carry out acts abroad

would constitute extraterritorial enforcement and thus an (at least redirect) interference with

the foreign state's sovereignty 147 In this respect, the Court - without specifying its sources -

referred to "general International law" and held that "under general mternatmnal law a state

ts not obhged to tolerate or assist the carrying out of a sovereign act or its enforcement by

another state m its termtory (Verdross/Szmma, op ctt § 1020) .148

Sometimes, courts mtx their literature-based references to customary and 'general'

international law m the same case within subsequent paragraphs. In the previously mentioned

case of the alleged Liberian diplomat clatming immunity from enforcementI49 the Supreme

Court, while at first pointing out that the content of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic

Relations applied also to states that had not yet acceded to the Convention by virtue of

customary international law, held:

"Only persons who are sent as dzplomats and accepted by the recezwng state are regarded

dlplomatzc representatives tn bdateral relations (el Kock m Neuhold/Hummer/Schreuer,

Handbuch des Volkerrechts, 1571)  Thts holds particularly true also for specml mzsslons

whzch have to be examined under general international law (Dahm/Delbruck/Wolfrum,

Volkerrecht, 297, Fzscher/Kock, Allgememes Volkerrecht, 202, see also the Conventzon

adopted by Resolutton A/Res 2530 of the UNGA and opened for signature on 8 December
1969) ,,15o

144 See supra note 7
145 OGH 10 Ob 525/94 (YugoslavmnArmyAuÿstmke Case), 11 April 1995, SZ 1995 No 68/72, p 421-3
146 Ibld, at 422
147 OGH 30b 113-148/94 (Dtstmbutlon of Pemodleals Case), 26 April 1995, SZ 1995 No 68/81, p 487-96
148 Ibld, at 491
49 See supra note 137

1so See supra note 137, at 3
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Moreover, the term 'general international law' seems to be of use for courts when

distinguishing the assessment of acts under international law from an assessment under

domestic law Accordingly, in a case concerning questions of state immunity and business

transactions of diplomatic representations in the context of a purchase agreement for several

properties in Vienna on which the defendant had set up its diplomatic representation,lsl the

Supreme Court noted that

"[a]ccordmg to general mternattonal law foreign states are only exempt from domesttc

jurtsdietton m relatton to acts that were performed m an official capacity (acta ture tmpertO,

in proceedmgs concerning acts of a prtvate nature (acta iure gestioms) foretgn states are,

however, equally subject to the domesttc jurtsdtction m conformtty with domesttc law (of JBl

2004,  390 [Karollus],  Matscher m Fasching Rz 203,  Mayr m Rechberger,  ZPO,

Neuhold/Hummer/Sehreuer, Handbuch des Volkerreehts, 886) The assessment of whether an

act has to be qualÿed as a state act or an act subject to ctvil law, has to be based on general

mternattonal law, not on the respective domesttc laws (Matscher m Faschmg, Rz 209, Mayr
m Rechberger, Rz 5) ,152

iv) Assumption and/or Implication of a Rule under Customary International Law

without any Form of Analysis

Finally, on a few occasions courts m their lines of argument have gone as far as to simply

assume and!or imply that a certain rule (which should technically be rooted in customary law)
exists, again based on scholarly writings of acclaimed authors in the field Unhke in the
previously mentioned categories, these cases make no reference to the terms 'custom' or

'customary international law' at all. The rule that the court relies on is considered such an

established axiom of international law, that a discussion of its elements or application in

previous cases or other jurisdictions is not even deemed necessary. Examples cover a wide

range of topics of international law, from Issues relating to territoriality and sovereignty to

state succession as well as - most prominently - cases of flnmunity.

On the issue of extraterritorial enforcement,153 for example, the Supreme Court ahnost

categorically held that "lain mterference which dwectly and actually affects the terrztory of
the respecttve state is prohzbzted zn any ease (Setdl-Hohenveldern, Volkerrecht, 1505), [ ] A

state may not exercise zts sovereignty on another state's temtory without the latter's consent

(Seldl-Hohenveldern, op tit 1363) Thus, a witness may not be brought wah brute force from

forezgn to domestic terrztory, but the state can take thzs infringement of as laws as a

motivation to seize domestzc assets of the respective person (Sezdl-Hohenveldern, op ezt
1364) .154

151 OGH 20b 32/08g (Propertzes Purchase Agreement Case), 24 September 2008, JB1 2009, p 457-60.
5ÿ Ibld, at 458.

153 See supra note 147
54 See supra note 147, at 491
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A snmlarly abstract reasoning occurred in a case concerning the issues of state succession

and compensation for expropriation 155 An Austrian clttzen who had been arrested m 1952 by

soldzers of the Soviet Occupation Power m Austria, sentenced to 25 yeals imprisonment for

espionage and whose property had been confiscated, brought suit against the Republic of

Austria for compensation for expiopriatlon In his argument, he claimed that Austria by

waiving any claims against the Allied Powers in the names of all Austrian citizens according

to Article 24 of the Austrian State Treaty of 1955156 had acted in a manner mmllar to an

expropriation. Thus, Austria should be responsible for may harm inflicted on the applicant by

the Soviet Union (as a predecessor of today's Russian Federation)

Turning to the area of claims for compensation for expropriation related to state

successions, the Court held that "accordmg to the rules of mternattonal law there ts no

successton m personal rtghts and obhgattons m the context of state responstbdtty When a

sovereign state dtsappears tts responsibility under international law for any vtolations of

mternattonaI law disappears as well (Setdl-Hohenveldern m NeuhoId/Hummer/Schreuer,

Osterretchtsches Handbuch des Volkerrechts3 IV/1 Rz 815, Sezdl-Hohenveldern, Volkerrecht9
Rz 1409:) ,,157

In a case concerning the jurisdictional immunity of a foreign state and of NATO military

forces,ÿSs the Supreme Court noted that

"[a]ccordmg to mternatzonal law, forezgn states are exempt from the jurtsdzctlon of

domestic courts only for acts they have performed m the exerczse of sovereign authorzty whzch

ts vested m them, also under domestzc law, foreign states are only subject to domestze

jurzsdiction with regard to legal disputes arising out of prlvate law relations This is a

corollary of the principle of soverezgn equahty of states m international law (ca: Ipsen,

Volkerrecht 334 Rn 16, Vltzthum, Volkerrecht Rn 91ff wzth reference to Artzcle 2(1) of the UN
Charter) including the prmclple of temtorzal supremacy derzved therefrom Acts ture unperu

are to be dzstmguzshed from acts lure gestloms not according to the pertinent domestic law

but pursuant to general mternattonal law (cf Sehreuer, Dw Durchsetzung zzvdrechthcher

Anspruche gegen auslandzsche Staaten, OJZ 1991, 41) ,,159

Fmally, when deciding the clmm of an Austrian construction company against the OPEC

Fund for receivable construction work fees,16° the Supreme Court, analyzing the question of

immunities of international organtzatlons, first noted that the exemption of an international

orgamzatlon and its assets fi'om domestxc junsdaction (immunity) was usually based on

international agreements  or  on headquaiÿers  agreements  between the  international

155 OGH 10b 149/02x (Compensation for Exproprlatzon Case), 30 September 2002, SZ 2002 No 124, p 191-
203
56 Staatsvelttag betleffend die Wiedeÿherstellung emes unabhanglgen und demoka'atlschen Ostenemh, 15 May
1955, UNTS 217 (1955) 223
57 See supra note 155, at 200

15s OGH 20b 156/03k (NATO Mlhtary Forces Case), 28 August 2003, JB1 2004, p 390-394
159 Ibld, at 390
60 OGH 10 Ob 53/04y (Company BaumelsteJ Ing RlchardL v 0 Case), 14 December 2004, SZ 2004 No 176, p.

458-64, ILDC 362 (AT 2004)
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organtzahon and the host state. It added that international organizations were enjoying

broader privdeges than foreign states. In this respect it very generally held that

"while foretgn states accordmg to domesttc law as well as current mternattonal law enjoy

tmmunity only for offictal acts but not for prtvate acts, the tmmumty of an mternattonal

orgamzatton must be deemed absolute withm tts functtonal limtts The different treatment of

foretgn states and mternattonal orgamzattons wtthm the domesttc jurtsdictton can be

explained through the fact that due to the functional character of the legal personahty of any

internattonal orgamzatton all of tts acts must be closely hnked to tts organtzattonal purpose

(Setdl-Hohenveldern/Loibl, Das Recht der mternattonalen Orgamsattonen emschheflhch der

supranatlonalen GemeinschaftenT Rz 1908) It has been held already that mternattonal

orgamzattons enjoy tmmumty for clatms of a landlord regarding the tenancy contracts for the

orgamzatton's seat  ()  (Neuhold/Hummer/Schreuer,  Osterretchtsches Handbuch des
Volkerrechts [3 174) ,,161

IV. Conclusion

Customary international law before Austrian comets started out as a success stolz¢ after

World War II. The m-depth discussion of state practice of different kinds of regional, cultural

and political origins, that Hoffmann v Dralle162 offered in 1950 amounts to an exceptionally
diligent Supreme Comÿ analysis of jurisprudence m the area of international law. What came

later, however, could not follow suit. While a few cases have offered at least some light form

of analysis with a few judgments of foreign courts m similar matters discussed, the vast

majority of Austrian jurisprudence dealing with customary international law elaborates the

elements of state practice and opmto luris superficially at best. Usually, courts rely on the

writings of legal scholars both in the area of international law as well as domestic substantwe

or procedural law to assume that a certain customary rule exists. In other cases, courts have

considered customary law in a certain area as sufficiently established so that an analysis of its

application m another area seemed redundant and was thus shnply unplied.

The reasons for this development are almost certainly not to be found in analyhcal

deficiencies of today's judges or their lack of knowledge of international law. Neither can it

be insufficiently available resources. Compared to the scarcity of avadable international law

journals and reports on foreign state practlce (then all still printed exclusively on paper) at the

thne Hoffmann v Dralle was decided, the abundance of material both offline as well as online
of today's world ÿs simply overwhelming. Never has it been this easy to research how forelgn

courts have decided cases, what views high ranking pohtical figures have expressed on behalf

of their states or what opinions were shared on certain issues in various internationalfora. The

so-called transnational judicial dmlogue between courts of different states has never been this

easy to activate.

161 Ibtd, at 460
162 See OGH 10b 171/50 (Dralle v Repubhc of Czechoslovakta), supra note 36
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From the analysis of the practice of Austrian courts when dealing with customary

international law in the past 60 years it seems much more probable that the courts'

increasingly superficial approach to the topic has been caused by rather trivial reasons. In

tunes where courts are pressured into deciding cases as quickly as possible, where they are

encouraged to clear then" case-dockets by using the most efficient, yet still legally valid

approach and where scholarly writings, published by experts in the field, ale readily available
and often only a mouse-click away, the reference to literatme seems the most straightforward

route to choose for a judge.

While this pragmatic approach is undel standable, it seems doctrinally problematic. A piece

of scholarly work elaborating a rule of custom, once published, is static, state practice,

however, might be in flux. In a globalized world with bi- and multilateral cooperation of

states taking place in a large variety of fields of international law, a certain practice that was

once considered manifest and consistent might have declined into inconsistent, pm'tial

application. On the other hand, practice that was previously doubtful might have reached the

necessary consistency to be accepted as a customary rule Without a proper analysis of recent

developments, the mere reliance on established academic views might lead to results that do

no longer reflect the reality of international law What makes Hoffmann v Dralle so tluly

remarkable is that through its m-depth discussion it could m a doctrinally thorough fashion

show how a rule that had once been a corner stone of international law had gradually

changed; how the concept of absolute immunity tbr states had through time been replaced by
the concept of restrictive nnmumty. Had it simply relied on literature from the days of the

past, this realization might not have happened.

Lastly, on a more general level, taking analytical shortcuts by equating customary

international law with scholarly opinions will eventually undermine custom as an immensely

important source of international law. Not only will a superficml approach to custom on a

Supreme Court level set the wrong example for lower courts m properly dlstmguishmg

between the two essential elements that form custom, thus slowly leading to an erosion of

customary international law's foundational columns, but since courts, by reflecting and

discussing foreign state practice and establishing a corresponding opmlo torts, actively

contribute to the formation of custom themselves, it remains quintessential that their analyses

present the thoroughness on which the progress of international law can tlu'ive.

As most prominently pointed out by Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of
Justice, customary international law is an evidence of a general practice accepted as law. Such

evidence needs to be properly researched For the last 60 years, however, one must conclude

that the diligence of customary law analysis conducted by Ausman courts has not qmte lived

up to the original expectation.
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